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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOVT^DGRtlSirrS
With a long term interest in government end several years
oT volunteer activity in the general areas of crime and delinquency
prevention, it was almost inevitable that some inquiry should be
launched by this writer into the question of how well our local
county government is discharging its responsibility toward the
youngsters who get into trouble with the law.
Originally, the area of investigation included the whole
spectrum of acitivty from arrest to release, but this was soon
found to be entirely too much to be explored in a single
thesis.

Therefore, the area of scrutiny was narrowed to that

"from adjudication to release".

The emphasis throughout will be cn

the hew and why of the laws, the procedures, the personnel end
the institutions that directly affect the delinquent minor.
Among the questions that drew attention were these.
Are San Joaquin County's juvenile delinquents the sane as, or
different than those found elsewhere? that happens to the
youngster after the police refer him cn into the corrections
structure?

What are the criteria by which decisions are made?

Who makes the decisions?

What services are offered? What facilitie

does San Joaquin County have in which to treat the juvenile?
services are offered in the institutions?

What

In view of the current

levels of knowledge, is our county doing an adequate joo?

Do

iii

Statistics are cited as necessary to delineate the source,
nature and size of San Joaquin County's delinquency problem.
Internal problems and assets of the Probation Department that affect
the juveniles are evaluated, and these include such items as
caseloads, personnel turnover and the new Special Supervision
program.
Detention facilities will be examined with an eye to
adequacy and efficiency.
be made.

If found necessary, recommendations will

It is not anticipated that all of the obvious questions

can be answered, but it is anticipated that a study can be produced
that will be of some value to the community generally, and to the
county government in particular.
Of great value in pursuit of this inquiry have been the frequent
and generous Interviews granted by the Chief Probation Officer,
Francis F. Frederick. Much appreciated and very helpful were
the constructive suggestions and court visitation courtesies extended
by the tv;c most recent Judges of the Juvenile Court; their honors,
William Biddick and William Dozier.
Several interviews and much material of genuine vaiue
were made available by the past Director of the Youth Authority,
Herran Stark, as well as the current Director, Allen Breed, and
the staff. Helpful consents care from the recent Executive of
the California Board of the national Council cn Ciime and Delinquency,
Robert Keldgord.

iv
HelpAil too, vrere the Sheriff of Sen Joaquin County,
Michael Canlis, and his staff; the Stockton Clilef of Police, Jack
O'Keefe, and his staff. Toward the end, sere raterials of value v:cre
used from the library of the San Joaquin County Model Corrrunity
Correctional Project, courtesy of its Director, Cohort Monti11a.
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CHAPTER I

JUVENILES AROUND THE WORLD
To help put the American problem generally, and the
San Joaquin County juvenlle delinquency problem in particular, into

proper perspective, this introductory chapter will take a quick
glance at sorre other countries.
Europe. On the continent, where parental control has
allegedly been more rigorous and more successful than in the United
States, one finds a plethora of news to the contrary.

There

were riots last year by thousands of youngsters in many countries
of Europe "with fully twenty percent between the ages of 11
1
and 15-"
Street rioting in Holland last summer was laid largely
at the doors of "children from wealthy suburban familj.es (who)
2
housebreak for 'kicks'".
Not only in clean and orderly Holland,
but from the very cradle of cur common la* comes the startling
fact that England and Wales found "more than half of 1964rs one
million crimes were cornirdtted by young people under 21."

In

France, President De Gaulle is under increasing pressure, even

lpne christian Science Monitor, (Boston Massachusetts]
August 6, 1966.
-

2ibid.,

3jbid.

June 20, 1956.

2

from admirers, to take the juvenile delinquency problem mere
seriously.

"In ten years the French problem has multiplied by

a factor of nine.

In 195^ the total was sore 500.

roughly 4,500.

For eight of the ten years
4
has been ruling France."
Russia.

New it is

General De Gaulle

These phenonena obviously cannot be said to be

related only to western civilization.

In Russia there is "a new

Ministry for Defense of Public Order with the vast new powers
for the police and a comprehensive plan of action

The new

measures are the outcome of a wave of crime and disturbances,
mostly by intoxicated youths
16 and 17

"

a large percentage between

5

Israel.

In Israel the increase in stolen cars alone showed
6
a sevenfold increase in 1965 •
Asia,

probably most surprising to westerners is the discovery

that in Asia, where veneration of one's elders and their society
has been the basis for all law and morality, the same problem is
now much in evidence. For example, in China chare is a new
organization to try to cope with the problem.

%bla.. August 5, 1966.
5lbid.. August 3, 1966.
6At las. March 1966, p. 153*

The rise of the Fed

3

Guard youth groups reveal that "the Peking rulers are very much
7
alarmed about their revolutionary heirs."
Regardless of how
we in the west may view Mao Tse-Tung's efforts to press young

8

people into this "socialist activity"

it is worthy of note that

the problem does exist in China too.
In Japan prior to World V'ar II a Japanese Father's word
was as good as the law.
this

"But the American occupation changed

With the resultant lossening of family ties, crime

has soared - Juvenile crime."

Exclusive of illegal acts performed

by those under I'l years old, the juvenile crime rate has doubled
10
in ten years.
Thus It may be seen that juvenile offenders are to be
found in increasing numbers in many countries without apparent
relationship to geography, age or tradition of the country, i>-s
industrial development or its form of government.

While the^e

statistics are unrefined, they are cited to bring into focus the
fact that our local problem is not a distinctive factor peculiar

7Ibid., p. l6l.
®Ihe Christian Science Monitor, [Boston Massachusetts],
June 27,~19^57^ •
9lbid •
IQXbid.

4
to the United States, much less to San Joaquin County alone.
On the contrary, juvenile delinquency is seemingly commonplace
throughout the non-primitive world.

CHAPTER II

CALIFORNIA'S JUVENILE OFFENDERS
California's juvenile offense rate continues to follow

our upward population trend. The Federal. Bureau of Investigation's
1
19
Annual Report shows that arrests of juveniles under 18
years of age for serious crimes have increased by forty-seven
percent in five years - nearly three times the seventeen percent
increase in the population of that age group, and the sharpest
increase is to be found in California.
In 1966 California's crime statistics, as cited by Attorney
General Lynch, are painfully clear.

"Juveniles account for nearly

one-half of the burglary arrests and for fifty-seven to sixty-one
percent of all auto theft arrests.

It should be pointed out that

the juvenile population, ages 10 to 17, represents about one-third
of the over-all population ages 10 through 39 that is considered
at the basic age group responsible for most serious criminal
2
o
I!
acts.
While it is lured!ately apparent that these are not matched
statistics in that they cover differing periods of time and contain

^The Federal Bureau of Investigation, Annual Report l?o£
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 196(B) p. 112.

• 2"The Stockton Record, November 9, 1966.

6
no definition of terms, the inescapable impression remains that
juvenile crimes are occurring California, as everyv;herc else, in
ever increasing amounts. The pattern in California, as elsewhere,
sometimes has racial overtones.

Riots. Note the example of three day series of riots,
fire bombings, school invasions and beatings that occurred in

3

Oakland in October of 1966.

Riot causes. The general causes of unrest were thought
to be joblessness, police distrust and a general hopelessness as
mirrored in the words of Robert Rutherford. This young negro is
President of Youth for Service, an organization of several- years'
active and contstructive usefulness in the Hunter's Point area of
San Francisco.

It was his observation that, ''If these people had

something to lose, they wouldn't be rioting."

This, is a proiourt.

statement and it v:arrants close analysis, for although there iray
be special applicability to racially oriented riots, this may
also be a clue to other "acting out" behavior. The greatest
implication for government is that this democracy must rot permit
total alienation of any sector of this society, for all must have
a recognizable stake in its successful actions and reactions.

The San Francisco Chronicle, October 21, 19^6.
The Christian Science Monitor, Eosten, Massachusetts,

7

This study does not address itself to the causes of riots,
but presumes multiple causes.

For, while rioting in Hunter's

Point did occur last fall, that rioting occurred in the streets.
In Oakland it occurred in schools, while in Southern California
the famed Sunset Strip was besieged by affluent white teenagers.
In Hollywood in November of 1966 Sunset Boulevard had become movieland's equivalent of Main Street.

Here neither racial nor intel

lectual objections against the establishment could be found.
Nonetheless, the Los Angeles police had to remove dozens of youngsters.
Businessmen claimed they were being overrun and ruined. Traffic
was stooped by street fighting with eggs and rocks, and fires
5
were set. Clearly, all is not well between minors and adults.
While not all will agree that this is "the Great War Between the

6

Kids and Society"

there are obviously substantive problems demanding

attention.
State responsibility and organs,zat1on.

The substantive

problem to which this paper must be confined is how our local government
is or is not attempting to meet and solve these problems.

While

the major focus of this inquiry is into how well the county discharges
its local responsibility, this has to be understood against the

5Ibid., November 23, 1966.
°Ibid., December 11, 1966.

8
backdrop of the state laws which circumscribe the area within
which the county can operate.

Additionally-, the state runs the

institutions that handle those juveniles that the county has
worked with and failed, as evidenced by repeated offenses, which
are usually of an increasingly serious nature.
Within California, it is the Youth Authority, administered
by the Health and Welfare Agency, that is designated to cope with
these problems. This they do through institutional and parole
programs affecting all young people committed to them by the juvenile
and criminal courts.

The Director of the Youth Authority is appointed

by the governor to a four year term. The Director sits as Chairman
of an eight member Youth Authority Board.
confirmation.

All are subject to Senate

The five divisions wihhin this department concern

themselves vith administrative services, research, delinquency
7
prevention, institutions and parole.
Principally to aid these divisions, althourh sere ether
peripheral services are performed, the Youth Authority is the
focal point for the collection of the state's statistics on juvenile
delinquency.

These statistics are becoming increasingly reliable and

complete, and the basis of the projection on the following Table. I.

^Department of tire Youth Authority, The California Youth
Authority Prorxgn (California Office of State Printing, l?co). p. 5-

9
It siirply indicates the number of delinquents that can be expected
from each 100,000 Califomians aped 10 to 17.

Together v.'itb any

given county's projection, planning beccrr.es more feasible.

10

TABLE I
CALIFORNIA'S DELINQUENCY RATE5

Each year
For each 100,000 children, ages 10 to 17:

6,000 are arrested for a delinquent act
2,600 are referred to probation departments
2,300 are detained in juvenile halls
1,000 are made wards of the court
165 are committed to CYA for rehabilitation

'Department of Youth Authority, 1965 Annual Statistical
Rept^t (California Office of State Printing, l?c7).

11

With some idea established of hew many young people violate
the law, a close look at those young people may now be in order.
While the scientific pre-detection of potential Juvenile
offenders is still in its infancy

8

society must do its best to cope

on the basis of its current knowledge.

The evidence indicates that

these are the children most apt to become involved in delinquent acts:
The youngest group is 13Pour times as many boys as girls are in this group.
One boy in four vail be apprehended - exclusive of
traffic violations.9
This will most likely occur at the age of 16 or 17The delinquent acts of minors are most apt to be relatively
insignificant. That is, such acts would frequently not even be
mis demeanors if perpetrated by an adult.
The most frequent delinquent acts are:

curfew violation,

malicious mischief, disturbing the peace, or the purchase of
cigarettes or beer.
problem by far.

Of the felonies, car theft is the greatest

lore often than not, these acts occur amongst

boys in the lower socio-economic segments of'our increasingly
urban society.

10

.

.

In fact, any city with reasonably adequate records,

can pinpoint the problem literally with a "forest" of

delinquency-prcne

^Marguerite 0. Warren. "Interpersonal Maturity Level Classifi
cation; Juvenile Diagnosis and Treatment of Law, Middle and high
Maturity Delinquents." (Community Treatment Project: California
Youth Authority, 1966.) (Mimeographed.)
-1965 Statistics, Op. cit.
•^CYA, Delinquency in California (Division of Delinquency
prevention, i9FTT5p- 2.

12
11

spots, which could aid the local government in

planning.

This

raises the question of whether or not delinquency is a socially
contagious phenomenon.

If so, by definition, delinquency will

not afflict an undetermined number of youngsters simply because
of where they live.

That is, those not in the primary delinquent

neighborhoods will have the best chance of escaping this anti
social malady.

While many exceptions are to be found in any

given community, they are, demonstrably, statistical isolates.
Such geo-social analysis also reinforces the oft-made observation
that return to the old environment brings about a return of the
old behavior pattern.

This posits the questions of the value of any

retraining that occurs in the institutional setting; a question
that will be touched on later in this paper.
In California, and therefore In San Joaquin County, can one
define what kind of child Is most apt to fall into the delinquent
pattern?

12

According to the Youth Authority

the delinquent boy's

profile, at the time of first commitment, is most likely to reveal that
1.

The family income is low, limiting rent or house payments to less
than $80 per month.

He has probably moved within the past five

years"at least once, and probably more than five times since he

1]The

Stockton Police Department has such a pin board.

1 2 CYA.,

OD. c i t .

13
was bom, but he has irost likely lived only with his own family.
(Only sixteen percent had had foster home placement).
His parents are either unmarried, divorced, separated, or
one parent is dead..
parent.

His family includes others than the natural

His mother is now working - alttsouffr in twenty-four

percent of the cases the mother always worked full time.
half of the fathers, or father substitutes, do work.

About

In twenty-

eight percent of the cases there were no fathers in the home.
In thirty-five percent of the cases there were delinquent
siblings.

Some nineteen percent of the fathers and six percent

of the mothers had some kind of a criminal record.
Almost three-fourths of the boys have a negative attitude
toward school with associated school problems.
About half occasionally, and seme twenty-five percent frequently,
attended church, while some twenty-five percent claimed not
to have gene at all for two or more years.

Of those surveyed,

fifty-seven percent were Protestant, forty percent were Catholic
and one-half of one percent were Jewish.
Three-fourths had never been the subject of psychological cr
psychiatric examination; sore twenty-three percent had.

About

a third had not exhibited any behavior that might pose questions.
(Such as nail biting, thumb sucking, bed wetting, etc.)
drinking was resorted In fourteen percent of the cases.

Excessive

14
California's male delinquents v;ho get as far as the Youth
Authority are most apt to because of involvement in car theft,
burglary or other theft.

In more than half of the cases there

are two or more boys involved; In forty-six percent there are
"loners".

Boys rarely use weapons.

By the tine he is admitted to

the Youth Authority, he has probably had at least tv:o prior brushes
' 13
with the law that have been handled at the local level.
Slightly more than half had the experience of being confined
in a county facility such as a juvenile hall, boys ranch or carp.
Some two-thirds had no prior record of assault of any kind, although
14
sore twenty percent did.
In summary, one is impressed that these youngsters have
not had a satisfactory family life, often sharing their home with
others, and demonstrating overtly, via "acting out" behavior patterns
that they need help.

Could early record analysis at the county

level be used more constructively! This would seem to be an amply
substantiated implication of the state's analysis.

13'Ibid., p. 2.
^Ibid.

CHATTER III
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY'S JUVENILE OFFENDERS
Since the juveniles within our county constitute part of
the California picture, there are no appreciable differences in
the patterns of their delinquent acts as compared to that of the
state as a whole.. In fact, clearly reflecting the state pattern,
is the data shown in Table II.
In addition to the scope of San Joaquin County's juvenile
delinquency, Table II shows that boys in our county in 1966 were
more apt to get into trouble than girls were by multiples of tnree
to eight.

It also discloses the tally of the children who are

neglected rather than delinquent.

(Further discussion of this

will be found in the last section of the main body of this paper
that deals with liary Graham Hall •)
Table III coirpares the rates of arrest and Youth Authority
comnitments from San Joaquin County in 1966, and corpares then
with others in our population category.

Even a quick glance

indicates that we arrest more of our juveniles than the other counties,
and that we also comsiit to the state a greater number of our ju\eniies.
Caution must be exercised in reading these tables because
In some jurisdictions every curbside conference is tallied as an

16
arrest, and is noted as being handled within the department.

In

others it is possible that only those youngsters brought into the
station are counted as arrested.

Moreover, it is not clear if

a delinquent with a stolen car is counted as one arrest, or if
his conpanions, if any, are also counted,

ocnetirr.es minors are

taken into custody for their own protection.

This is most likely

to happen to girls found In questionable company.

It is temporary

when It occurs for that reason alone, but it is not entirely
clear just what accounting category such "arrests" fall into.
Nor is it clear how many times a minor is counted If he Is found
to have committed more than one offense.
Despite a possible subjectivity that might rake these
figures open to some variable interpretations, the tendency toward
treating delinauency problems with increasing seriousness has j.ed
to a growing demand upon the county's services available to children
in trouble. The point of this inquiry is to determine hcv: well
San Joaquin County is meeting that demand, and what, if anything,
ought to be done to meet an apparently ever growing r.eec.
The scope of this demand has grown from the 2,^97 alleged
delinquents1 In 1965 to 2,670 in 1966

and these figures reflect

only those cases that went as far as a court hearing,

io get to

"*San Joaquin County Probation Department, "Activity .'.eport
for 1965"- (Mimeographed) p. 1.
^Tbid.„ 1969, p. 1.
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that point ^ ,03^ referrals for alleged delinquency were v;innov;ed
3
down by the probation staff.
These offenses ran the gamut from
the stealing of small items by ten year old children, through
adolescent runaways, and includes seventeen year olds who stole cars.
In fact, auto theft was apparently the most common offense,, with
theft and burglary following.

Arson and rioting became a factor

of some significance in the urban areas.
had to use tear gas to quell a near riot.

5

In TCanteca the police
These latter Incidents,

as well as the total statistics picture as presented in previous
tables, all indicate that San Joaquin County's problems present
'very much the same profile as that to be found elsewhere.

V cit.
\ne Stockton Record, December 5, 1966.
''Ibid., November 28, 1966.
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TABLE II
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ARRESTS 1966-

SAN JOAQUIN TOTAL ICAJOR OFFENSES MINOR OFTENSES "ELI-.3yELT D?TENDENCY
TENDER CIKS

Boys Girls

Boys

Girls

4,052

643

20

691

218

Sheriff

878

210

8

133

23

Escalon

12

5

Lodi

747

35

Manteca

137

19

• •

m •

• •

COUNTY

Ripon
Stockton

Tracy

14

* *

2

1

««

Boys Girls

Boys Girls

630

245

338 166

119

1850

5

1

• «

133

15

467

95

• •

22

9

67

20

• »

• •

13

1

• «

2,093

328

8

375

164

897

321

113

171

46

2

26

7

63

27

8

*Based on data from Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Crrre
and Delinquency in California, 1SH56, p. 286.
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TABLE III
1966 POPULATION, JUVENILE ARRESTS AT® CALIFORNIA YOUTH

AUTHORITY DETRITIONS IN SAN JOAQUIN AND
CCXCPARABLE counties*

County

Population

Juvenile Arrests

Total to CYA

Merced

107,-600

1,803

68

Monterey

240,100

3,395

115

San Joaquin

278,800

4,052

187

Stanislaus

178,100

2,660

138

Tulare

191,300

3,221

69

*Based on data from the Population Accounting Unit, Division
of Research, California Youth Authority, personal ccrraanication,

February 21, 1967.
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CHAPTER IV
DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE OF STUDY
Juvenile offender refers only to those young people under
the age of 18 who are residents of San Joaquin County, or those who
are found to have comnitted delinquent acts within the county, and
who have been adjudged delinquent within the terms of the Juvenile
1

Court Law.

Excluded entirely are those irinors who commit small

traffic violations and almost all others whose legal processing
may require routing through the Probation Department and/or the Juvenile
Court, but who must do so for reasons other than their own delinquent
acts.
Petition is the legal document that Is the probation officer's
report written as a result of his investigation and presented to
the judge.

It is an affidavit of allegations and recommendations

that must be acted upon by the juvenile court judge within forty-eight
2
hours.
Adjudication is the court procedure by which one is hence
forth delinquent or non-delinquent.

Part of this decision will

also include the treatment to which the subject will be sulrittec.

^California laws Relating to Youthful Offenders (Including
The Youth Authority' Act and~The "Juvenile Court Law. Sacramento:
Department of General Services, September 19^5)•
2W

5 I C . , S e c . 631.

21

Release means the end of supervision by the court and any
agency which may have been designated by the court to aid in the
rehabilitation process and/or the treatment process.
The scope of this study will be confined to those governmental
agencies, services and facilities, plus the treatment policies that
are brought to bear upon the minor from his day in court until the
end of his probation.

22

A WORD ABOUT THE POLICE FUNCTION
The vast majority of initial complaints about misconduct
by juveniles Is launched with the police, providing the offensive
acts occur within the Incorporated city limits of San Joaquin
county's six cities.

Initial complaints are usually filed with

the sheriff's office if the offensive act occurs within the other
It,000 plus square miles of the unincorporated area of the county.
How well these complaints are handled is not within the purview
of this study.

However, one must recognize the basic importance

of these departments.
In the most literal sense it is these departments who are
responsible for the statistics concerning juvenile delinquency.
It is they who have total discretion, and must decide in the moment
of crisis, whether to cite, to take hone or to juvenile hall, to
reprimand or to release.

It Is on the basis of their reports that

we are aware of the size of the problem and the need for programs
to cope with i t .
These are the only agencies that offer uniformed law enforcement
officers throughout the community twenty-four hours a day every
day of the year (although none offer a juvenile detail around the clock).
Nonetheless, during this total coverage time, they do offer emergency
service in all matters of crime and delinquency, so, in a very
real sense, every officer mast be a juvenile officer.

23

Their very presence must be presumed to be a deterrent to
crime.

Noe has yet devised a way to make an educated guess

about how much crime of what kind is prevented by their presence.
Members of these forces inspect places of amusement to help pre
vent the exploitation of minors.

It is they who must conduct the

on-the-spot investigations for the whole array of offenses against
property and person, as well as thoe that include personal mis=
behavior, such as drinking, sex or drungs.

It Is they who are

constantly in the patrol cars conducting a night and day survey.
No one else sees a given neighborhood as often, or in quite the
same way. Their periodic checks of tars, pool halls and all places
from which Juveniles are barred constitute another incalculably
valuable prevention function.
"Police administrators are generally in agreement that, in
view of the specialized police personnel....police juvenile bureaus
should actively participate in work with 'near delinquents' and
those exposed to higii risk situations....(particularly in view of)
the limited facilities of other agencies which force them to re3
strict their attention to children in greatest need."
Thus, an important part of any subsequent study of the po
lice function In this county, would have to try to evaluate this
broad prevention responsibility, of which patrol is a basic part.

O.W. Wilson, Police Administration, (I\bw York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1950) p. 212.

2k
"The whole delinquency prevention movement is probably an outgrowth
of the work of the foot patrolman, who, because of his personal
familiarity with the personal circumstances and social conditions
of his district, was able to do considerable preventive police
work by his 'on-the-spot orcsence1 and his encouragement of
*,5
youngsters to engage in law-abiding activities."

^Pauline Young, Social Treatment in Probation and Delinquency
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1952) p. 1(127"aThe whole area of the police role in relation to juveniles
is vast and largely undocumented. It cannot be re contended too
highly ss one to which students of many disciplines might profitably
address themselves.

CHAPTER V
THE JUVENUE COUIff AND ITS PROTECTIVE LAWS
In colonial and early agrarian America there was no
separate law for minors.
as cities grew.

Their problems only became apparent

In one of the largest of these, Chicago,

the Juvenile Court had its institutional birth.

Its "obstetrician"

was a comit tee of the Chicago Par Association at a meeting
in 1889.

Ey this time social workers, who had also been "born"

in Chicago, were already hard at work trying to ease the inevitable
frictions and misunderstandings that are present in any city.
At that tine both social workers and lawyers together foresaw
the necessity and desirability of establishing the Juvenile
Court as the site of equity proceedings in order that the young
might be spared the militancy of the adversary proceeding.
This is one of the fundamental philosophical and practical
bases of the Juvenile Court that is on the firing line today.
"The fundamental idea of the (juvenile court) law
is that the state must step in and exercise guardianship over
a child found under such adverse social or individual conditions
pg; develop crime..... It proposes a plan whereby he may be
treated, not as a criminal, or legally charged with a crime,
but as a ward of the state, to receive

practically the care,

custody and discipline that are accorded the neglected and
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dependent child, and which, an the act states, 'shall approximate
as nearly as Fray be that which should be given by its parents.'"
In practive this means that irr the Juvenile courts:
1. procedures are relatively informal;
2. the aim is remedial, not punitive;
3. it can act preventively, prior to actual wrongdoing;
it will use administrative, not adversary techniques,
and;
5. it has the leeway to act upon individual considerations
to attain justice as completely and as humanely
as possible with security not necessarily the
prime consideration.
Among the strongest legal claims in the world are those of
the parent as against anyone else for the company, control and custody
of his or her children. Especially when very young, the parent
has the supreme rigit to dictate his child's education and religious
affiliation.
Basic to the establishment of justice in America is t.ne
fundamental principle that there is no crime, and there can be
no punishment unless the criminal acts after the law is on the
books. Only then can society exact retribution.

Wel^d. -The Juvenile Court and VmlmT. fiteHJ
Delinquency, Vol. 10, No. 4, (October liuD p. v.-
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In 1903 California adopted the Amold-Xennick Juvenile Court
Law.

It prescribes the punishment for delinquent acts by minors.

It is continually being updated, and is bound annually Into the
single volume, California Laws Relating to Youthful Offenders
jncluding lire Yout-h Authority Act and the Juvenile Court Lav:.
Acknowledged is the fact that there "is need in any legal
order of keeping balance between the general security and the
individual life." Nowhere is that juggling act irore difficult than
in the area of regulation of minors.

The law gives clear, but general,

guidance by listing its primary purposes as "the care and guidance
as will serve the spiritual, emotional,, mental and physical welfare
2
of the minor
" Further on, this section even adjures that
3
this provision shall be "liberally construed." Moreover, a minor
is "not deemed convicted", and is not considered to have a criminal
record.

In fact, he does not have any record five years after

the termination of status as a ward of the court because the
law calls for the expungement of juvenile records after that interval.
Nonetheless, society as it really exists in the family,
neighborhood and school of a previous offender, more often than
not react

so negatively to any conflict with the law that rehabilitation

2Roscos

Pound, (19^) Yearbook, National Probation Association, p. 121.

% & I C., Sec. 502.
''ibid., Sec. 826.
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is often negated.

The law does not prescribe the attitudes of

the law-abiding, although the legal establishment is not unaware
of the effects of attitude.
"When we have minimized the stigrra of an adjudication of
delinquency in every way that kindly ingenuity nay devise," said
Pauline Young, "it remains true that in the mind of the child,
his family, and his acquaintances who know about it, it is practically

5

equivalent of a criminal offense."

This all too frequent reaction

emphasizes that there is special value to the best possible professional
training and discipline which alone enables individualization of the
administration of justice. With added personnel perhaps governmental
agencies could help to cope with the problem of preparing all concerned
for the reincorporation of the former delinquent back into society
with a minimum of trauma to all.
Of course, depersonalized decisions, based only upon concern
for the general security, could be more easily arrived at than
those made on the basis of individually adapted justice.

California's

Juvenile Court Law (copy appended to original of thesis) seems to
be clearly designed toward the latter end.

That it is in a constant

^Pauline Young, Social Treatment in Probation and Delinquency
(New York: McGraw-Hill Hook Co., I9o27 p. 53.
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state of flux is to its credit.

The nagging question is whether

the juvenile court lags behind the criminal court in assurinr due
process to minors.

6

To the extent to which such lagging nay be found there must
be equal concern that the minor may be reap in g the least of both
legal worlds.

That is, he must not be denied both the protection

afforded adults and the coripassion and rehabilitative treatment
supposedly accorded to children.

This is the current impact point

for both the legal, and sociological disciplines, while the political
scientist needs to continue to bring to bear all his skills in
attempting to evaluate all of the contemporary government institutions
involved.
The jurisdiction of our juvenile court is invoked v.nen a
youngster, up to the age of 18, conducts himself in such a way
that he "persistently or habitually refuses to obey the reasonable
and proper orders of his parents

is beyond control

is a

habitual truant

or who is in danger of leading an idie dissolute,
7
„8
lewd or immoral life" or "who violates any law.
Rather than In open court, juvenile ratters are now heard

in the judge's chambers in the presence of the parents, cou.^

Editorial in

Christian Science. iMtcr [Boston, TOassaehuset

January 26, 1967.
7W

Scl C ., Sec. 701.

8Ibid.,

Sec. 703-
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clerk, stenotypist, probation officer and counsel, if any - plus
any person with special interest in the work of the court, who must
9
have the prior permission of the judge.
In other words, only
those directly concerned in or about the proceedings ray be present

during the hearing. The atmosphere is pleasant, but adult and quite
formal.

Every effort is made to be sure that the parents and the

child understand the proceedings.

Yet one has only to observe a

few such sessions to get the distinct irprcssion that many parents
and children are both contrained and baffled.

Such things as references

to code numbers,, the presence of people doing unfamiliar things,
and the apparent need for haste, all conduce to a not auite real
quality.

Consider a youngster sitting through the following,

knowing and tiying to understand that it is being done in his
interest.
The hearing commences with the swearing-in, and the establishment
of the fact that the Juvenile Court has jurisdiction. Then the social
history is considered. This is part of the probation officer's
report or petition. The story of the child is hear! mostly through
the probation officer, but the child is invited to speak also,

his

statement, if any, may modify, affirm, or, very rarely, d^v t... r_iv.cn.

9lbid., Sec. 704 a,b,c.
to which this writerjas a witness varied fhem,
five to twenty-five minutes in duration.
10Hearings
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Presumably,

the rarity of the denials by minors in chambers should

reflect the sound work of the probation officer, but it may simply
reflect the overwhelming impressiveness of the occasion.
If there is any doubt concerning the subject's mental state,
he can be committed to the Department of Mental Hygiene for observation
for a period not to exceed ninety days.

An alternative disposition,

if the minor committed a felony and is over 16, or a misdemeanor
and is over the agp of 18, is that the judge may decide to transfer
jurisdiction to the regular criminal court.

Every possible effort

is made to do that which will most benefit the youngster without
endangering the public safety.
A

delinquent may be so adjudged without becoming a ward

of the court, and he may simultaneously be placed under the super
vision of a probation officer for six months.

This is known as

informal probation. However, if the court declares a child to be
a dependent ward of the court, then the judge can remove the minor
from the control of his parents. There is, then, a range of
possibilities varying from a temporary stay in juvenile hall, or in
an approved private (foster) home or sending him to_an approved
camp, school or ranch in his own or another county.

n y;

& I

g., Sec. 707.

^Ibid, Sec. 725•
13Ibid.,

726.
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If he is sent to an institution in another county, the hone
county must make restitution.

Where parents are able to aid in

defraying the costs of caring for a youngster away from his own
home, they are ordered to do so by the judge.

If the minor is

detained in the county's juvenile hall, a limit of ninety days is
now arbitrarily prescribed by law.

That time can be cosmosed of
14
weekend detentions in whole or in part.

lJWd.,

Sec. 730.
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The legal rights of the minor.

Almost every year sees

at least one attempt to change the Juvenile Court Lav;.

In recent

years3 the legislative attempts and the judicial decisions have
come, or have seemed to cone, in multiples.

Does this lack of

stability mean that there are threats to the Juvenile Court's
development - or even its existence?

Does it mean that this

almost hallowed institution is being adjudged a failure in some
quarter's?

Or does it simply record the increased awareness that

ought to be expected as cornmensurate with the increased problem?
While there is no finite yardstick, there do-es seem to be a real
challenge to the basic, historically rooted, patriarchal philosophy
of the Juvenile Court.

This is most noticeable in the realm of

defining the precise procedures to be used in handling the minor.
Poreover, as the scope of the problem has grown to an onnipresent one, there is some reaction of fear amongst the public.
There is evidence of impatience and distrust of the established
Methods of handling the problem.

These augment that historical

skepticism of the administration of all law that dates back to
the Star* Chamber.

There are outcroppings of reaction against the

individualization of compassionate justice, which should be of
particular interest to the behavioral and social scientists.

3ij

One such outcropping was seen on September 12, 1966, when
Superior Court Judge Wins lew of Mendocino County agreed to study
the possibility of modifying or rescinding the lav; against, the
publication of the names of juvenile offenders.

15

He was so

successful that the pervasiveness of the reaction can be seen in
any current issue of The Stockton Record. Stories abound about
juveniles in trouble, and such stories include names and addresses..
A few months earlier an Associate Judge of the District of
Columbia Juvenile Court issued a special plea calling for the scire
16
rules of evidence to apply to juveniles as to adults.
(A proposal
of the same sort will be discussed in this chapter on proposed
changes in the California law).
The State of New York requires that a juvenile be represented
by counsel if appearing in a Family Court.

The Calij.cmia proposal

applies to the Juvenile Court, and as proposed, is permissive.
In Stockton all juveniles and their parents are Informed that they
are entitled to remain silent and to have counsel.

(In San Joaquin

County both the Sheriff's Department and all of the police departments
use this procedure from the moment of apprehension).

While many

do choose to have counsel, for many reasons the majority do not.

^The Sacramento Pee, September 15, 1966.
l^The Christian Science Monitor, fBoston, raosachuse^t-J
August 1171956.

"A survey of seventy-five cities indicated that less than five
percent of American juveniles are represented by a lawyer in
17
court."
According to information obtained in personal interviews,
the San Joaquin County percentage is constantly on the rise, accordin
18
to the Juvenile Court Judges of the last few years."
Judge William
Biddick-, who presided over the Juvenile Court in 1986, Judge William
Dozier, who presided in 1967, end Judge Robert P. Sullivan,- new
presiding in 1968.
It is evident that the status of the legal rights of minors
results in legislation that is but the reflection of the respect
accorded them in the courts. The Appellate Court of California
seeirs to reject outright the patriarchal theory of the turn of the
century. It has held that, "While the juvenile court law provides
that adjudication of a minor to be a ward of the court shall not
be deemed to be a conviction of crime, nevertheless, for all
practical purposes, this is a legal fiction, representing a challenge
19
to credulity and doing violence to reason.".

17Ibid.
-^Statements by Judges William Biddlck, William Dozier
and Robert P. Sullivan, personal interviews.
Win re Contreraa, 109 Cal App. 787,

P20 631 (1952).
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The unjoined debate about the rights of minors was reported
i n extensive hearings by the Kefauver Committee at the national
level.

This legislative body urged that there be "

a definite

charge, counsel, a fair hearing, reasonably relevant and. convincing
evidence and anpeal, which are ensured on even the rrost trivial
20
issues to adults."
Contrapuntally ran the theme that minors
were being assured

super-constitutional

rights in the juvenile

courts of the land.
The threads of these arguments began to cone together in
21
the. Kent Case
In this case, the fingerprints of a sixteen
year old boy were found in the Washington, D. C., apartment of a
woman who had been robbed and raped.

Prior to any hearing,, the

Juvenile Court waived jurisdiction. The boy was bound over to the
adult criminal court.

There he was found guilty.

On appeal, the

United States Supreme Court threw out the verdict on the ground
that there had been no hearing prior to the waiving of tne original
jurisdiction.

20United

States Congress Senate, Committee on the Judiciary,
Juvenile relinoueney, hearings before Subcommittee ? Bjtn
SFSession, S. 130, April 20 - June 30, 1957 (.'.asnington, Co - Printing Office, 1957) P- 172.
21Kent

v. U. S^, 3S3 'J. S. 5^1 (1?66).
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delinquent, he had been committed by the Gila County Juvenile Court.
What brought on this radical reversal?

Look at the case.

Gerald had been picked up by the sheriff on the complaint
of a neighbor who alleged that he had made indecent proposals to
her on the telephone.
a wallet.

At the time, he was on probation for stealing

On the day he was picked up, no one was home.

was left to Indicate what had happened.

No notice

His parents were both at

work. Ihe evening of the day on which Gerald had been picked up,
his nether made inquiry at the place of detent.icn. She was informed
that Gerald was there and that a hearing was scheduled for the
next afternoon.
At that hearing, the probation officer filed a petition asking
that Gerald's custody be transferred to the county.

The parents

were not given a copy of the petition. The hearing was held in
chambers.

The complainant was not present.

No record of the proceedings was kept.

Ho one was sworn.

No decision was made.

A few days later, Gerald was released. That day irs. Gault was
informed by letter that a further hearing was scheduled three days
hence.

Again, no complainant was present, even thcugn Trs. Gault

had specifically asked that she be there.
of the proceedings.

Again, no written record

Although a prior note by £ probation officer

about Gerald's allegedly lewd phone calls was cn file, the Gaults

2^In the matter of the application of Paul L-_ Cablt_ and^
Marjorie GauTtT Father and r-other of Gerald ri^ncis Gault, a manor,
3ST~U.S. I (1957).
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were not so apprised, ncr was any new evidence introduced.

The

result of this second hearing, based only on an allegation, van
that Gerald was committed to the Arizona State Industrial Gchool.
Having been adjusted a juvenile delinquent, his c<x-j lts:> rit van
"for the period of his minority, unless sooner* discharged by due
25
process of lav/."
This, then, could have meant inprlscnront
for six years on a charge that, had Gerald been an adult, right have
meant, at most, imprisonment for six months.

Little wonder that

the parents pursued this case right up to the United ftales ^urrom
Court.
That court held that due process requires that notice be
given, that it be given with provision for adequate tin- to prerore
to meet the charges, which must be specific.

Auc.ij.orally,

court declared that any proceeding that right result in a cc-rAt-r.t
must not be undertaken unless the responsible ce.c..u-i~ (— ••**>
parent, in the case of a minor) are advised of their right to counsel

The court did extend to minors the adult ccrutitimro.. .1
against being forced to incriminate oneself.

It ^

mat, where there is no legal counsel present to de.cn. t.- —u

•>

valid precautions must be taken to as^uro t..~v
is really voluntary.

It held in the case before it that in the aires

of any such valid confession from Gerald, ccn.rc.»^ic..

*

testimony of witnesses who could be available for cross-exam!nation,
was a basic necessity.

25Ibid.
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While the court did not hold that a transcript of juvenile
court proceedings must be available, it did note that: "
consequences of failure

the

to record the proceedings or to make

findings or state the grounds for the juvenile court's conclusion
may be to throw a burden upon the machinery for habeas corrua, to
saddle the reviewing process with the burden of attempting to
reconstruct a record, and to impose upon the juvenile judge the
unseemly duty of testifying under

cross-examination

26

as to the events

that transpired in the hearings before him.
Only the conservative Justice Stewart noted in his dissent
the sentiment reflecting the tum-of-the-century philosophy that
undergirded the establishment of the Juvenile Court.

He reviewed

the original object of juvenile court proceedings, that is the
correction of a condition and not a conviction and punishment
for a criminal act.

He conveyed the idea that, while a state must

accord due process to each of its citizens, thav the treatment
of the' Gaults had complied with this criterion.

In effect, Justice

Stewart felt that the Fourteenth Amendment had teen complied with
r. n-o
because of the Gaults
subpoena and

knew of their right to counsel, to
t

cross-examine

^
oC the rirht to confront
witne^se*, o. tne ig-

. n
onri the cossible consequences oi
the witnesses against Geralo
and

26Ibid.

a finding of delinquency
knew)

(and even more specifically Mrs. Gault

the exact nature of the charge against Gerald from the day
27

he was taken to the detention home."
Hie full court was unanimous in declaring that the intent
of the Gault case is not to separate children from the protections
of the law, but rather to be sure that they are afforded every possible
protection by it. This does not mean that the law will view children
as adults; it will continue to make many distinctions.

For example,

the law will not permit him to vote, or sign a legally binding contract
for himself; he may not serve on a jury, marry without parental
consent, nor remain
this.

out of school.

In re Gault changes none of

What it does do is elucidate the fact that the state still

has the sane basic. authority over children that it has always had,
but that there is a need for procedures to be firmed up to insure
that the protection of the law will be applied to all with equal
objectivity.

This is made necessary by the kind of subjectivcnes.3,

arbitrariness and unfairness revealed by some aspects of the sent
and Gault cases.
The proposed changes in California law are designed to plug
the few California loopholes that could permit inadequate prxx^ourco.
Actually, California is far ahead of Arizona in that cur Juvenile

27Ibid.
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Court lav; already makes specific provision for notice that is
adequate, and permissive use of legal counsel is being re-examined
to determine its adequacy.
As of this date, February 7, 1967, there arc three bills
in varying preliminary stages of presentation to the legislature
in Sacramento that could materially affect the handling of our
juveniles here in San Joaquin County-

One is Senate Bill 37,

a proposed amendment to the V.'elfare and Institutions Code.

It

would change Section 658 to require that the clerk of the juvenile
court send a copy to the District Attorney's Office of every
petition regarding an alleged violation. To this there would
seem to be little possibility of objection, and it would constitute
notice of the possibility of the need for help from the District
Attorney's staff.
Another, Senate Bill 38, is a bit more drastic.

It would

also accord to the District Attorney the right to present his views
on the disposition of the minor, predicated on his investigation
of the case.

To the extent that this would remove the adversary

role from the Probation Officer, this writer views this as a move
in the right direction.
Nore important, it would rake it possible for the probationer
to view the Probation Officer in his supportive supervisorial role only.

i» 3

Wlille this is clearly desirable, it also turns what was intended
to be an informal hearing into something very like an adult's
trial without any possibility of a jury. To that degree, the
whole proceeding departs from the historically envisioned kind
of hearing a juvenile should have.
The District Attorneys' Association aporoves this proposed
28
legislation.
Three questions seem pertinent. Does this logically
follow the path laid down by the founders of the Juvenile Court
movement?

And, more importantly, to what degree is that intent

applicable to today's society? Will juveniles no longer be tried
in courts of equity? Will jury trials ccme next?
There are, even now, circumstances under which a minor can
be declared fit to stand trial as an adult.

29

Perhaps the burden

of the proposed changes should be applicable only to these cases.
This would have the double advantage of giving the accused his
complete (adult) rights, including access to trial by jury, use.
of established rules of evidence and the right to confront and
cross-examine material witnesses.

It would also retain both

the letter and the spirit of the Juvenile Court's founders by keeping
the immature out of the fully adversary atmosphere of the adult
criminal court.

2Canutes

of the Juvenile Justice Commission, February 6, 1967-

29y & 1 p., Sec. 604, 9303.

The third piece of legislation proposed, Senate Eill 30,
would amend Section 628 of the Welfare and Institutions Coderelating to care and custody of minors.

It would require that

the District Attorney be notified, and given an opportunity to
object to the proposed release of a minor.

This would effectively

delay the release, by days at least, of rrany minors.

It would

take the decision of hov; best to treat a minor out of the hands
of those who are directly charged with that responsibility.
flies in the face of desirable and accepted practice.

This

Allen Ehxed,

Director of the California Youth Authority, has alluded many times
too that "obviously right moment for release" that would, by
definition be long gone if this proposal were to become law.
Chief Probation Officer of San Joaauin County, Francis Frederick,
30
is on record as opposed to it for the same reason.
For that
reason, and because it would enlarge the work of his staff in
an area in which it is not familiar, the San Joaquin County District
Attorney is not in favor of it, but it has not yet been reviewed
31 .
by the District .Attorneys' Association.
This bill also provides
that the District Attorney's opinion could only be overruled
by the Judge of the Superior Court.

This would not only compound

and prolong the assessment just alluded to, but would put the Jucrc
In the position of treating the District Attorney, in effect, as

30;*d.nutes, Op. cit.
31Ibid,
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if he were on trial. In a very literal sense, the District Attorney'
judgment would be on trial in each and every such case.
It is interesting to note that these proposed changes all
came from Senator Kennlck cf the Judiciary Ccmr.ittee, who was one
of the authors of California's very first Juvenile Court Act in
1903. On November 17, 1965, the Honorable Ross Carkeet, Judge
of the Superior Court of Tuoloirne County, was of the opinion that
"part of the problem may well be that the judges

are generally

between fifty and sixty years old, who live now, as they did as
youngsters, in a world radically different than tne one inhabited
32
by today's youngster."
On March 4, 1967, Judge William E. HcFaden, Chairman of the
Juvenile Court Commission of California Judges, reported to the
Northern California meeting of the Juvenile Justice Ccrmissicns
meeting at the San Francisco Hilton. In the interest of retaining
the Juvenile Court's humanitarian philosophy, recognizing that the
court is not a social agency, and calling for increased focus,
the following items were transmitted to the legislature for action.
All were endorsed by the Juvenile Court Commission of Califcunio.
Judges, according to Judge HcFaden:
1. The discretion that the California Youth Autnority
now exercises over admissions to its c.-.°n facilities

^Addres^ to the Governor's Youth Conference, Sacramento,
California, KovemberTo, 1965".
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should be removed.

(Their reasoning

cf the

Commission is that the responsibility is upon
the state for adequate provision for minors adjudged
delinquent and found to be in need of being
removed from the immediate presence of the less
seriously delinquent.

To retain these seriously

delinquent youngsters in local detention and
treatment facilities militates against the best
possible chances for successful treatment of those
who belong in local facilities.

Moreover,

having local facilities full to overflowing
suggests the possibility that the Judge, having
that fact in the back of his mind, night unconsciously
let it affect his judgment in. regard to the
optimal disposition of any given child).
All distinctions between an alleged felony and
a misdemeanor should be removed, permitting the
jailing of a minor without reference
offense.

to his

(This addresses itself to the cere

of society's regard for the delinquent child.
If he is to be viewed as needing community
treatment, the cause of that need will be found
in his social case history, not in the manner

^7
he has chosen of acting out against society.
Iherefore, argue the judges, he should to given
the treatment needed, not the punishment that
he might have received had he been an adult
criminal).'
Counsel should be mandatory for indigents.
(This reflects the obvious fact tr.at no one should
be without a lawyer for lack of funds).
There should be counsel without regard to toe
seriousness of the alleged offense.

(This

is probably a direct offshoot of tne Gault
case, which indicates that mishandling of even
a minor case can result in a major iris carriage
of justice).
Hearsay provisions, now applicable to Sections GOO
and 601 of the VJclfare and Institutions Cede
may be supportable, but thai,, fo. — --icn ^2,
evidence should be required to es
''beyond any reasonable doubt '.
and 601,

the

-

Un ----tic..., 6C0

Probation Officer rvv pc-~*ic..

a juvenile be- declared a ward of the court if
r *-<=» -.•"'11 not obey
he has no effective paren- c. -f
1

il8
his adequate parents' proper authority.

However,

Section 602. covers those vjho refuse to obey
the law of state or nation or ordinance of the
city or county.

Therefore, while there may be

only subjective evidence of the first two,
there rnust be objective evidence to support a
charge of violating the law, whether by child
or adult. This follows the cast of the Gault
and Kent cases, supporting the patriarchal protective
approach too by demanding that the child be
accorded some protection from arbitrariness).
The Judges' Commission will also ask that there
be an amendment to Section 705 to permit clarification
of t h e mental condition of the minor.

(This i s ,

to be certain, that the child and/or his parents
understand; that they are not so frightened and
alienated by the unfamiliar place- and procedures
that they assent to things they would not in
a more usual situation).
The Commission will also ask for the sealing of
juvenile records at the end of one year, instead
of the five now prescribed by law.

(This is to
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minimize the possibility that a juvenile's record
will be held against him when he applies for his
first job).
8.

The final plea by the judges to the legislature
will be for the passage of at least one of
five bills already "in the hopper" calling for
the establishment of a central registry in each
jurisdiction.

(This would aid the speed of

investigations, and several such plans are alleged
to be working well in many other large metropolitan
areas.

Careful guidelines limiting access to

any such index to authorized personnel only
must be an integral part of such legislation).
Inasmuch as many families are well known to more than one agency,
provision for pooling of basic information would be both more efficient
and more kind than repeated Interviews with different workers covering
essentially the same information for different agencies.

Of course,

due regaixi must be given to the confidentiality of Juvenile Court
petitions, for the intent of the law is clear; personal data should
not be divulged for public dissemination. V.'ith Increasing amounts
of detail being revealed by the press, it borders on the ludicrous
that agencies in tils county should be in need of information already
recorded elsewhere.
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After viewing this one year's assortment of laws and proposed
changes and additions to those laws, the duress under which any,
but especially a new Juvenile Court Judge works, is readily apparent.
This poses two serious questions in need of serious attention from.
San Joaquin County now. They are:
1. Do we need a full time Juvenile Court Judge?
2. Do we need a permanent Juvenile Court Judge?
Fran the evidence of long calendars, short hearings and conc.tani.ly
Chancing laws, the answer to both of these questions would seem to
this author to be an unequi.vocal yes.

CHAPTER VI
THE PROBATION DEPAKE1ENT
Administrative arm of the court.

The establishment of a

Probation Department in every county in California Is prescribed by
X
law.
That law clearly outlines the basic responsibilities of this
administrative arm of the Juvenile Court, including its powers and
its limitations.
As administrative aide to the Juvenile Court, the Probation
Department is required to assist in a whole assortment of procedures
involving adult criminals, juvenile delinquents, military clearances,
under agp marriage consents, dependent children s pros!ems, some
custody and guardianship matters, some adoptions, all actiono ^o
a child free from the custody and control of his parents, where that
is needed, and any special investigations required by the Juvenile
Court, plus the collection and disbursement of seme funds, some trar«.»
portation and some medical care arrangements..

In sum,

the Probation Department falls into three major categori-s.
probation services, juvenile detention facilities and adult probation
s e r v i c e s • T h i s l a t t e r c a t e g o r y i s n o t e x a m i n e d i n t h i s pc_-

\ ] I I C., Art. 4, Sec.
2'

Digest of Activities Perfonred by the San ^^^^Qctobcr
Probation Department1 (A report to the Bcara
1961) p. 1.
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Figure 3 (surra p. 55) tracks the possible paths traversed by
juveniles on their way through the Probation Department.

Provided

by the Probation Department , it indicates the several points at which
a variety of decisions must be made by the Probation Officer. The
nuirber and gravity of these decisions, and their long term impact
on each minor, indicates the high degree of professionalism which
must be exercised by these officers.
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Chief Probation Officer. It also outlines the procedure
to be followed in appointing the Chief Probation Officer. This consists
of nomination by the Juvenile Justice Commission to the Juvenile Court
Judge, who proceeds to effect the appointment.

The Juvenile Justice

Commission consists of at least seven citizens, appointed by the
Juvenile Judge for four year terms.

(All other Probation Off

^d employees of the department are appointed by the Chief Probation
^ aur-ihllHv lists established by county civil
Officer chosen from eligibility
service examination).
The Chief Probation Officer appointment procedure merits cla,e
'scrutiny•

Nomination by the Juvenile Justice Commission, a lay

gr.ua with no established criteria, and appointment by the same court
that" appoints the «—>.se^ luting offering little by way
of checks and balances. Moreover, nomination by people who have worked
Closely with only the local Probation ****** also almost automatical!..
limits the consideration of outside talent. In the interest of
i-i,p i0>j both assects of this procedure
f
finding the best person for tne j >
merit re-exainination.
Services for delinquents.. Children actually or allegedly
involved in delinquent acts are referred

3ibld., Sec. 575.
^Ibid., Art. 2.

to the Probation Department

5n

most often by the county's law enforcement agencies.

However, they

also come via the county's social agencies, the schools, parents
or other private citizens, as is apparent by referring to Figure I
on the next page.

Their first confrontation with a Probation Officer

is labeled intake interview.

Intake interviews are conducted by

a SDecial division of the probation organization.

Its function is

to ascertain the need for:
1.

Formal Juvenile Court action, for which preparation
of the petition is required, or;

2.

Terrporary detention, pending a court hearing including,
where appropriate, a request for an order for detention,
or;

3.

Informal handling, which necessitates no formal court
action and no detnetion.

This can be a single

counseling session, or, occasionally, the Probation
Department recommends;
ih

Referral to another county agency.

These intake interviews take varying amounts of tine.

A bird's-eye vie.,

of the growing volume for the past five years v.vll tvlve some appreciate,
of the changing scope of this function alone,

(cee iahlo IV

P* 5^).

From 1962 to 1967 intake load almost doubled, going from 6,57^ to 11,2!23-
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SOURCES OF REFERRAL TO PROBATION
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TABLE IV
IOTAKE REFERRALS"

Year

Nurrber

1962

6,574

1963

7,674

1964

7,847

1965

8,821

1966

9,459

1967

11,423

*Conpiled on the basis of figures from the "San Joaquin
County Probation Officer's ^Activity Report (s) prepared
annually for the Board of Supervisors.
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In 1967 there were 2,180 dismissals out of the 11,^23 Intake
Interviews.

How should this be interpreted?

Among the possibilities

are:
1.

It could mean that Probation Officers in the
Intake Division are totally successful after
one interview with an average of 175 potential
delinquents per month.

2. It could mean that this technique of calling
the Juvenile in for an interview is being
consciously enployed by law enforcement as a
kind of punishment.

If so, this is a questionable

use of Probation Department time and talent.
3.

It could mean that wider dissemination
information about other county agencies rign.

TV*ffoxTcd to th6 nore

result in more direct rei

appropriate agency, thus saving tire and ^perhaps
avoiding an unhappy unproductive
recorded in an unwanted

record

4 . " P r o b a b l y t h e m o s t s i g n i f i c a n t by-product o.
the twenty-five pe^nt dismissal rate would
.

pfTort

be a determined ex I

to pre~screen theoe

to find a better method
4.-—

youngsters.
y

a close stu-^y
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of the year's case records would yield the

most meaningful interpretation and guide to
future action. (It was not possible to read
all of these cases, so there is no way to determine
how many of these youngsters care bach again.
The Bureau of Criminal Statistics for 1^6
indicates that in this county only one percent
of the juveniles were carried on informal
that is, non-court adjudicated, probation super
vision)-

An on going study of these patterns

could be very helpful.
Detention. The pattern of detention iray be effected In any
ofseve—

When one way fails, another ray te tried.

Mention

can be a sinple authorization for the child to stay at heme under
the parents, supervision for the two weeks needed for the investigation
of his social, educational and behavioral history. This would tare
place prior to the court hearing. Alternatively, detention my
mean placement in Peterson Hall or Mary Grahar. hall.
Whenever any peace officer tal-es a rnnor ineo cu,tcd. ,
„t arrest, release'or release with a citation for future appearance.
A citation requires a sigttd P*ralse to appear at a specific tire
4.
+•
thp i-en; itself, secd the practice in
at the Probation Department. The 1~' lt-eu.,
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San Joaquin County, is to impose the least restriction possible in
view of the case and full consideration for the safety of the ccomnlty.
The Probation Officer who, in this county, is a peace officer,
can exercise this much discretion.

The minor is released to his parents

unless:
1.

it appears that further detention

is a matter

of immediate and urgent necessity for the protection
of such minor or the person or property of another,
or;
2.

it appears that such minor is likely to floe the
jurisdiction, or;

3.

appears that such minor has violated an order
5
of the court.

it

t- * noliceiran narcnt or school administrator
Mare often than not, a policerr , .
.» M
2nd t^ied to counsel him prior
has already assessed the individual and t.i.
officer. As JudfP Sullivan graphically
to contact altb the Probation Officer
_ t the rfietinS of the Juvenile Justice Co^assion
described the proccoo at
—
•no in trouble nropresscs throufh parts,
on February 6, 1968, the Juvenile in troub . ...
nvsrids of county effort (surra p. 61).
or all, of three successi\<- PJ— -

5w & I

c

•, Sec. 628.
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Following the first minor infraction, the police will usually
actorish and release the child. A second minor infraction results in
referral to the Probation Department, where a youngster may be interviewed,
counseled and released. A third infraction brines about a first court
appearance. Presuming the offense is still relatively minor,
judge will probably order formal probation at homo. This means the
youngster will pursue his normal home and school life with a Probation
Officer helping the parents. This means some supervision and sore
restrictions, usually including regular reporting in at the Probation
Office and curfew imposition. A fourth offense almost surely means
being sent to Peterson Hall. If the fourth offense, or any prior one,
for that matter, is felonious in nature, the delinquent Is apt to be
referred directly to the Youth Authority.
synonymous

A fifth violation is essentially

irftVi hpinr sent to a
a Youth Authority Institution. (See
vrLth. being seni* ^

Figure ^ (supra p. 61).

FIGURE 2
PATH OF JUVENILE Crrr-'.TE?.
TiiROUGR CURRFiu OOuTJY AOFKCIr.S
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This progression presented in Figure 4 applies to those youngsters
who start with such minor violations as stealing poosicles.

Those

who start by stealing cars for "joyriding" would start at the
level of formal probation; those who start by stealing cais to ^ell
parts, or with even more serious acts, often start au the third
stage.

Questions need to be. raised here of the significance of

these processes. The first impression is that there is an alternative
series of ways with which to cope with any particular problem, and
such, a discretionary range is highly desirable.

What is the role of the Probation Officer in the interlude
between the decision that a hearing is necessary and the hearinr,
itself? It is his job to conduct an investigation into the particular
facts of each social situation and alleged violation that surrounds
the minor. Be rust submit to the court a report concerning the
child's usual behavior, his individual and family background,
his school record, employment, if any, previous delinquency known
to the department, the facts about the current delinquent act, and
the state of his health, mis could include psychological and/or
psychiatric information, and note may be made of church or

ot"cr

group activity. Before beginning this investigation, the child and
the adult(s) responsible

for him, must be informed that they have

a right to remain silent and to have legal counsel. The lawyer
and medical and psychiatric evaluation, if deemed helpful,
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be had through either public or private sourcesdependent upon
the family's ability to pay.
Hie Probation Department makes available to Probation Officers
a qualified psychiatrist for one afternoon each v;eek. The psychiatrist
does not consult with the probationer directly, but advises the staff
in regard to problems they are having in dealing with their probationers.
This time is now almost totally pre-empted by those cases now under
the ages of the Special Supervision Unit - about which more is
forthcoming in the next sections of this study.
Referrals are sometimes made to the Dental Health Clinic,
but the fifteen day limitation, the maximum time permitted by the law
between apprehension and court appearance, often render^ thio sourc
useless. (Useless, that is, to the Probation Officer and the Judge
prior to adoption of the court's recommendation.

Adequate psychological

evaluation anywhere, and adequate psychiatric e^dnation everywhere,
always exceeds this time interval).

This could ,.ell be an urea

where legislative change is needed in the test interest o, the child.
Working within the time limitations, and utilizing as many
channels 'as possible for gaining an understanding of t..e child,
Probation Officer must conclude his petition to the coi^t
.,,
^ e M l d that will test aid
recommendation for the disposition 01 u"~

^ fclc., 657.

in the eradication of the cause of his delinquency.

The long

range goal is to assist the minor in helping himself along the
road to self-sufficiency.
The entire written petition and the plan reconncnded by
the Probation Officer is part of the record submitted to the court
for its consideration prior to the hearing.

The theory behind

this, and the practice for many years, has meant that the Judge
has used what should be his own time at home to digest this material
prior to the hearing time, so that he could devote his time in charters
to an attempt to establish something of a "fatherly relationship
with the child.

In actuality, when the court calendar curtails the

hearing tines as- drastically as It does, the pressure Is on the rrobatlon
Officer to be quick, concise and accurate.

Moreover, as of new, it

means that the .Probation Officer has to leam to use the lepal rules
of evidence and be prepared to prove that his infonration merits
the plan that he submits on the basis of that local evidence, as
well as the social history.

He is, in other.words, being forced

into the position of being a "quasi-lawyer" for the county.

There

is a very real question that this double role Jeopardize.,
possible subsequent rele

as supervisor of the very younger he

helped to "prosecute" in chambers.
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Three questions kept recurring to this writer with the
observations and reading that was done for this part of the study.
They are:
1. Why shouldn't the police officer, or the school
officer, who files the original

cor plaint

with

the Probation Department be able to ascertain
the facts of the alleged violation that brings
the minor to the attention of the Probation
Department?

(This would make it unnecessary

for the Probation Officer to re-trace that part
of each history).
2.

If every youngster is entitled to a defense
attorney, isn't the county entitled to a prosecuting
attorney?

If so, isn't it entirely logical that

he should come from the Office of the District
Attorney?
3.

Inasmuch as the petition's information is primarily
a collected and interpreted social history of
each youngster, and his family, why is it that
this large Probation Department dees not have
even one trained social worker cn its staff?
Surely this best developed of the professionals
in casework has something of value to offer.
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The most significant pant or the Probation Officer's Job
from the standpoint of rehabilitating

the child, occurs after the court

appearance. Supervision time offers the opportunity for the establishing
of an effective influential relationship with the probationer.

It

is at this time, if ever, that the Officer is able to affect the
Judge's decision, which may or may not be, in whole or part, the
re commended plan of the Probation Officer. Supervision, in any
situation, requires

counseling with the youngster during and after

his detention, if any.

It usually also means a series of meetings

with parents and, sometimes, teachers, enployers,. or others with a
legitimate interest in the minor's welfare.

The object is to get

the most effective aid possible. These are time consuming but necessary
procedures for getting the aid required to help a youngster recognize
his own responsibility

for his own behavior.

Any failure to cooperate

with any part of the plan of the court is a guarantee of a return
appearance in the Judge '5 chambers., with the revised

plan certain to

be more stringent.
The theory is logical, but the practice is illogical, literally,
in that the caseloads of Probation Officers are so great that a
eontact once a month,.' and this often by phone, has become quite
routine in the non-Special Supervision cases.

Whether in person,

or by phone, it has frequently been alleged to this author In the
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past year that an average contact with a probationer is about thirty
7
minutes every thirty days.
How helpful can that much supervision
be to anyone with any real difficulty? One must ask if that is
supervision at all.
It is the practice to give as much tine as possible to youngster
at heme or in foster homes in the interest of preventing the need
for still further detention and placement.

Therefore, those youngsters

who are actually being detained in Peterson Hall tend to get even
more perfunctory attention.

An even partial analysis of the training

of the personnel in this department, which follows shortly, also
indicates that most of our Probation Officers are both undertrained
and inexperienced.

The group counselors in Peterson Hall tend to

have even less preparation.

The question really is whether or not

the county is expecting miracles with a penny-wise pound-foolish
approach to this whole area of endeavor. This becomes a doubly
pertinent question when we survey the salary situation in whicn uhe
Probation Officer finds himself.
Staffing requirements and standards.

One of the basic prcbla.o

that chronically plagues the Probation Department is that it maintains

^Stateiaents by Francis F. Frederick, Chief Probation Officer
5
and Ees. Lcuetta Adamec, former Supervisor, Delinquent Car Is L
personal interviews.

C3
non-competitive levels of pay for both Probation Officer:*, and Juvenile
Kali Counselors.

This is reflected in a personnel situation that

approaches true crisis.

As the need for more employees grow.*., as

it must with the increase in referrals to the Probation Popart;:- -nt
and conmitments to Juvenile Kali, the ratio of e::rloyecs to prol atior/
is decreasing.

To the worker who Terrains v;Jth t.no depart:*,-'Mb this

means that he is faced with "a virtual leg-Jam of work, DA-DOTOUS
morale problems, inefficiency, and absolutely no true prohntlcn
work being done.

It is all the Probation Department can do to keep
o

up with the investigative reports for the court."
Salaries•

On the basis of salary alone, San Joaruin County is

too far from being competitive, as is shown on t..e folic..ing
charts.

Comparative rewards are far greater for Probation Officers

working for the counties with whom we are in competition cn the labor
market.

An urgent need for improvement is graphically arrant

(supra op 69, 70., Figures 3
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Caseloads.

"The basic problem is that caseloads in many units

of the Probation Office are above levels reconttiended by the Board
of Supervisors and by authorities such as the National Council
9
on Crine and Delinquency and the California Youth Authority."
Unrealistic overloading of Probation. Officers makes it simply inpossible
for professional skills to be either sharpened or applied.
This pressure has insured a continuous turnover of staff
members which has been especially acute in the Delinquent Oirls and
Dependent Children's Division.
are women, usually married.

In this division the caseworkers

Emergency calls necessitate much evening

work in addition to almost unbelievable pressures of heavy caseloads.
In 1967 the caseload in this unit was ninety-seven cases per Officer.
The recommended standard is fifty, according to the California
Youth Authority and the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
In the Dependent Children's Unit during the same year the caseload
averaged seventy—four as compared to the recommended fifty. Those
cases are so difficult and time consuming that, locally, it is
felt that thirty-five would be a more realistic caseload.
"Tie Investigation unit of the Girls and Dependent Chilton s
Division has averaged 11.7 cases per month per Officer, compared

^Samuel Ik Matthews, "Staffing ana Standards", A report to the
Juvenile Justice Commission of San Jcacuin County,. Nay 11, l9o7.
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to the recontended standard of ten. These fifat res don't toll the
whole storyj however, since there was a fifty percent turnover in
this unit last year (1966) because of the difficulties and tensions^
of investigating delinquent girls and dependent children's cases.
In the Juvenile Boys Division, investigation averaged 16.1
cases per Officer per month compared to the recoerended load of ten.
These Officers work against the previously discussed fifteen day
time limit while the boy is in custody.

When he is not in custody,

thirty days may be permitted to elapse while completing invcotigatiorio
for the court.

*?Ibid.
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Space.

'While attesting to cope with truly Impossible caseloads

that result in rrassive personnel turnover, Probation Officers find
their plight further complicated by other problems.

One such condition

of work, which must affect both the quantity and quality oi woi~k,
is a shortage of space.

There are at least three Officers usually

housed in the department's small conference room, which must also
serve its intended purpose two or three times each week.

There

are no telephones there, nor any readily available, nor, obviously
is there any privacy in such an arrangement.
them, these workers must go to other offices.

To place calls, or receiv.
Officers are doubled

up,, and one or more must leave when privacy must be assured.

At

present there are seventy-one positions scheduled and fifteen more
are being requested in the new budget.

In the present space, there

is already a shortage of adequate space for thirteen officer^.
AT though it cannot be measured, there can be little doubo tha^ there
is a negative affect upon the efficiency and morale of the Probation
Officers so quartered.
Studies and efforts to solve the space problems of the present
and the future have teen undertaken sporadically ever since t. .e

U; rs.

Cracclla V.'occruff, "Probation Department
^
a Budgetary Point of View", A report to the San Jcaquin County Juven-le
Justice Commission, Vsj 9, 1957 •

7'»

courthouse was built. These have been especially intensive during
the past two years.

As yet, however, there is no firm reooniendaticn

for a preferred solution..
Special Supervision Unit.

San Joaquin County established

its first Special Supervision Unit in 1966.

Its genesis can be

traced to a California Youth Authority Community Treatment Program
that vas tested Prom 1961 through 196H.

This was a combination

of the experimental and demonstration techniques that set out to
evaluate the use of intensive supervision in the delinquent's own
community as an alternative to institutionalization. Tried by
the California Youth Authority in the areas in and around Sacramento
and Stockton, "the California Youth Authority established that caseloads
of twelve or fifteen are not only operationally feasible but also
economically advantageous.

They bring more effective reoocializatia

of youngsters, and they promise to obsolete much of the physical
plant that planners once thought to be necessary

many

knowledgeable persons consider this project the most sifpificant
development in the recent

history of juvenile corrections."

12stnert

/dams "Sore Findings from Correctional Caseload -«searc
Paper presented at the annual ^meeting of the .National Institu e on re—
and Delinquency, Anaheim, California, ^une, lyot, ..
13"The

Saginaw Probation Demonstration Project" I'ichigan Crime
and Delinquency Council, 1963-
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In the state of Michigan, working v/ith violators v.iio had
never been institutionalized, the Saginaw Project i!2 revealed that
random release of juveniles- to the community under intense supervision
resulted in an appreciably lower cost and a lower rate of repeated
offenses.
Reflecting these experiences, in 1965 our State Senate Bill 822
enacted Into California lav? a new Article 7 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code.

Its major purpose is to make It financially and socially

profitable to the counties for juvenile offenders to receive treatment
within their own communities, preferably while living at home.
To make this possible, there is a state subsidy of up to $1,000
11
per case.
This is to facilitate an improved quantity and quality
of supervision and treatment offered to appropriately selected probationers.
Inasmuch as it costs the state more than the $1,000 per year to provide
institutionalized care for juvenile offenders, the subsidy is mutually
profitable.
In the first six months in San Joaquin County, the Special
Supervision Unit treated some seventy-five juveniles. These youngsters
were selected from amongst those who would ordinarily be sent to the
California Youth Authority.

Instead of the usual maxima of thirty

minutes of direct contact per month, these cases had direct contact

% & I c . , Youth Authority Act, Art. 7 .
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from one to one and one-half hours per week!

Probation Officers

from this unit had priority of access to the psychiatrist each week.
It is the specific intent of this legislation that Probation
Officers and communities shall not limit themselves to the one worker
to one probationer method of casework. Thus, the departments carrying
out the correctional business of California, are being given an openended opportunity to embark upon a course of well subsidized selfimprovement .
How has this worked in San Joaquin County?

In its first

eighteen months of operation, July 1966 through December 19^7,
eighty-eight probationers were treated in this program. The success
rate was so high that we received $372,000 of our tax ironies back
into the county for just the first six months of operation.

It Is

anticinated that at the comnletion of this fiscal year, another
15

$5*40,COO will come back into the county.

Moreover, of the eighty-

eight young people handled through the Special Supervision Unit, all
of whom would have gone on to state institutions without this program,
only four have had to be taken off probation and sent on to the
16
California .Youth Authority.

^California Youth Authority, Division of Research, Population
Accounting Unit, February 16, 1968.
* Personal interview.
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With this solid success behind it, it is to be hoped that
tiiis one unit, handling a mixture of boys, girls and adults, a way
can be found to establish three units, each handling cne of those
categories. (Among other considerations, this means that an immediate
solution must be found to the space problem).
One can envision too the use of other services not utilized
heretofore. There might be "such special services as foster homes,
improved tutoring, psychological and psychiatric help and e.rploymcnc
17
services."
Group counseling techniques, already widely used
l8
elsewhere could become part of the in-service training that could
soon be financed realistically.
This county's experience with the Special Supervision Unit
has been such that one is encouraged that probation ray once again
prove to be a local government's most effective primary weapon in
the war against delinquency. That this is true for other countseo
as well is substantiated in the following two pages, which constitute
Table V. It lists the thirty-five counties new participating in
this program. Of the thirty-five, thirty-three have reduced their
corrrritnent rate by more than fifty percent.

^California Youth Authority Press Release, February 23, 1568.
l8In

routine use at most California Youth Authority facilities.
Also see Enrey, Rev;!and ar.d Lubeek, "The Silvera&ce nxperii ^
Community Study in Delinquency Rehabilitation Progress ap ^
»
University of Southern California* 15^5.
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CHAPTER VII
DETENTION FACILITIES
Peterson Hall is San Joaquin County's major holding facility
for minors. It is located five miles south of the courthouse on
Matthews Road near the county jail. The location makes transportation
a problem. It is costly in terms of both tins and money. The courts
and the Probation Officers mist accommodate daily to this awkwardness
which complicates coordination of the schedules of the Probation
Department and the court. Nonetheless, when juveniles rust be held
in secure custody prior to court hearing, Peterson Hall is where they
must stay for at least the two weeks it usually takes the Probation
Officer to conduct his Investigation.
Youngsters ray also be sent to Peterson Hall by the judge foliating
their court appearance. This ray be planned as part of the treatment.
Minors also stay there when en route to other public or private agencies,
or when awaiting foster home placement at the termination of their allotted
time in the Hall. In other words, at any given tine, the residents 01
Peterson Hall usually includes a whole array of pre-c.djud.cao -d ar
post-adjudicated youngsters. They run from the innocent novice and
the petty offender-to the oft-repeated offender, whose petitions show
violations varying

the frittered runaway to the experienced

prostitute. Efforts are made to segre^te the novice ftom the known
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offender} but these efforts are chronically negated by the constant
overcreading that has become commonplace over the past several years.
(If an older offender gets unduly obstreperous, the county jail has
a small special viing set aside that can be used).
The rooms in Peterson Hall are really cells, and at this time,
it is this writer's contention that the institution must be regarded
as a jail. All "rooms" were built for single occupancy, but double
and triple occupancy can be seen virtually any tine.
Grand Juries have commented on this frequently since 195?- •
The Ernst and Ernst efficiency study pointed to it urgently in 1962.
In 1964 the Grand Jury reported that "hallways had to be utilised
1
in order to accommodate the overflow." Only beds can be in the
"roons". There is no place for any personal belonging. V.'eekenc.>
often reveal the crowding to be worse than usual as sore judges prefer
to use weekend commitments as part of the probation plan. The
Grand Jury report noted 160 occupants in Peterson Hall's fifty-five
roomsPhysical supervision is also adversely affected by the ir>design cf the facility. Its exterior has the extra thick walls re.^rvd

^an Joaquin County Grand Jury Report, 1964, p. 4p.
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by lav; for jail construction.

Its interior has long perpindicular

corridors, solid doors, each of which has a tiny peephole window into
the corridor.

Corridor walls are solid.

reinforced opaque window.
15) to ninety days now.

Each room has an outside

Minors may be kept in this facility for

Pending legislation would authorize the detention

of cliildren in this facility for up to two years.
To aid in their rehabilitation while they are there in the Hall,
our San Joaquin County School Department conducts classes at needed
grade levels.

In classrooms too few and too small, in classes limited

by lav; to fifteen, a four hour school day puts heavy emphasis on remedial
reading and shop.

The rest of the day is spent primarily in maintenance

chores in the kitchen, laundry or out on the grounds working.

The Hall

always appears remarkably clean and orderly. The recreation program
is very limited-

There is no recreation director. "When outdoor games

are prohibited in inclement weather some indoor crafts are available.
At all times, there is heavy reliance on television.
Under these circumstances, it is not surprising to note that
written, instruction to personnel are primarily oriented toward security,
cleanliness and order.

This, plus the fact, that there are no professional

requirements for the regular staff, would seem to preclude the possibility
of any significant rehabilitation taking place in Peterson Hall.
(In fact, both the former IIrector of the California Youth Authority,
Heron Stark, and our current Chief Probation Officer, have been arcror
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those heard to remark often, that life in such institutions only serves
to prepare one for life in such institutions).
Be that as it may, we do not new have any substitute for all
detention facilities.

Properly staffed and organised and more adaptabIn

sulted to the rehabilitation purpose, there is sore hope that a future
facility could better suit the treatment needs of some of our county's
minors.
Replacement of Peterson Hall has been called for in several Grand
Jury reports.

In 1966 the Stockton League of Women Voters, in its

report, declared flatly that "the physical facilities for which the Probation
Department is responsible are inadequate."

The League opted for

first priority to go to a boys' ranch, while noting in passing that
there is no adequate facility in the county for treating girlo either.
In the most recent Grand Jury Report to be published, that
of 1566, the section on Peterson Hall sounded the familiar refrain:
"1. The Committee (of the grand. Jury) found Peterson
Hall to be. overcrowded and inadequate;
2. Ve were shown where two or three youngsters were
being cuartcred in rooms designed for a single
occupant;

2"A

League

Study of Welfare and Probation Practices in San Joaquin County",
of V/omen Voters of Stockton, California, 19c5-19cS, P- <-•
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3. The facilities for indoor activities

are

wholly inadequate;
In fact, the whole building appears to be inadequate
and poorly designed.....
5. The above problems seemed to exist also at
Mary Graham Hall."
Mary Graham Hall. This is San Joaquin County's detention
facility for neglected and dependent children. It too is located
five males south of the courthouse. On the grounds of the San Ja.quir
General Hospital, it is half a mile from Peterson Hall. One man
superintends both Kalis.
Children in this institution range in age from a few months to
seventeen years. Designed to serve the purpose of an emergency shellthis writer has found on each of three vi^it^, that sc. e
had been there for more than a year awaiting foster home

^
placer.cut.

Foster homes are licensed by the heIfare DeptU tr.rent.
Probation Department has primary responsibility for thooe
who have been processed through the courts. All ether depcncen,^
neglected children are supervised by and supported by , funno
through the Welfare Department.

%Lso see The Stockton Pgcord, December 3, 13, 19—'
1967-

'***
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' in cases where children are v:ards of the court and need foster
hone care too, intake workers of both departments do separate investigations,
In 1962 the Catherine Dunn Report found that '150 dependent children
were under probation supervision, including 300 being served by the
Welfare Department as well. In 1967 there were 500 being served by
Welfare, of which 150 were also being supervised by probation.
That this arrangement is neither economicalynor effective is selfevident. Moreover, it is highly questionable whether any child should
be handled by any part of the criminal justice system when his only
"fault" ia that he has inadequate, absent or criminal parents.
How costly to the taxpayer is this? Hie Probation Department
estimates that the cost of keeping a child in Kuy Grahao Hall is about

$350 per month.® Originally Intended to handle a marfmun. of twentytwo children, It was remodeled to accomodate oigr.ceen tore, accordl. ,
to Its Superintendent, Lure Johnson.

The trend of occupancy Is ever

'Catherine 1-1- Dunn, "Report » Agency —
and Neglected Children In San Joa^ ^unty
..^
the Dependent Children of the Court, io the
of Supervisors, June 1962.
Scited in Position Paper No 3,"Cc^^£^£C£^t,
£££?£IglTvX alfo/thelathcrlne'
discussion of duplication of service}.

Report for

W F. Frederick, Chief
Officer in testimony before
the Sen Joaquin County Hoard of Supervisors, April 7, 1.-0.
Probation

at-nr-kt.rrn Record, April 11, 19co.
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upward. For example; In August of 1966, the average dally attendance
was forty-two.

In November of 1966, the average v:as forty-nine.

In August of 1967, there was an average of fifty-four; the November
average was fifty-two.

Is there any vronder that the question of the

need for an annex is new under discussion.
This whole problem area of obtaining the satisfactory domiciliary
arrangements for dependent and neglected children is in urgent need of
attention. That tills problem is no newer than that of Peterson Kail
is clearly seen in the following excerpt from a letter to the Grant
Jury of 1953.

Written by the current Chi ef Pr.obaticr. Officer, it reads,

in part, as follows:

not probation, problems.

County Probation Department liary Graham Kail
^From San Jcaquin
Charts,
1966 and 1967.
Average Daily Attendance
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' Grand Juries in 1951!, 1957 and I960 echoed these sentiments.
The 1962 Catherine Dunn Report urged serious consideration of at least
three possible ways to proceed.

All involved mutually agreed upon

written policies to be worked out between the two departments, affected.
The report was accepted by the Hoard of Supervisors s but it has never
been implemented.
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SUMMARY Airo RECttS^attTIOHS
The problems that San Joaquin County has v:ith Its juveniles
are neither new, different, nor rare

serious than those to be found

elsewhere. The size of the problem seens to be {rowing in almost
direct

relationship

to the growth of the population.

sophistication may be reflected

Its increasing

in the growing seriousness of some

offenses.
Tire history of the growth and development of the juvenile
court law reflects a protective attitude toward the young.

Today s

maximum caseloads and rrnniinum budgets are putting a burden on the
court and its workers that is so great that only the barest essentials
required by law can be expected.

Meanwhile, the highest court in

the land indicates that no cutting of the due process comers will
be tolerated.
On the state level, institutions have continued to proliferate.
They are essentially for the repeat offender only. Tho^e ^ta^e inoti
tutions are so expensive that the state has begun

refund money

to the county to aid in treatment at the local level of many „M,C
would otherwise be destined for those state facilities.. These funds
ray prove to be the salvation of meaningful probation seme.-,.
On the basis of observations made of the increasingly crc.'.ced
court

calendars, the changes in the law, the conditions at Peterson
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Hall and at Mary Graham Hall, and the operation of the Special
Supervision Unit, this writer makes the following recommendations
for action:
1.

San Joaquin County should have a full-time permanent
Juvenile Court Judge.

2.

San Joaquin County should blueprint procedures that
will uphold the full legal rights of minors without
ail of them being deprived of a hearing in a court
of equity.

3.

San Joaquin County's Eoard of Supervisors should
immediately set a target date of no later t3:ian July 1,
1970 for the replacement of Peterson Hall.

i|.

San Joaquin County's Eoard of Supervisors should im
mediately set a target date of no later than July 1,
1970 for the completion of the transfer of Mary Graham
Hall from the supervision of the Probation Department
to that of the Department of Public Welfare.

5.

Program budgeting techniques should be applied to plans
for the earnings of the Special Supervision program by
the Chief Probation Officer. The Juvenile Court Judge
and the Juvenile Justice Cbnmission together should
analyze the proposed program, budget each year with a
view toward raling recommendation in keeping v.1th the
intent of the legislation.
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To better enable the public in general* and the
Board of Supervisors and the Juvenile Justice
Commission in particular* to evaluate the admini
stration of Justice for juveniles in San Joaquin
County, the. Chief Probation Officer and the Judge
Of the Juvenile Court should cooperate in reducing
to writing the philosophy and program objectives
of this department.

Such a philsophy-policy state

ment should be publicized, reviewed annually by all
of the above, and amended as necessary and desirable.
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Recoirmerdat ions.

On the basis of observations, inter-

views and review of the educational and training records of Pro
bation Department personnel, and the apparent pueity of preprobation services that were made in pursuit of this study, this
writer makes the following recommendations for study now with a
view-toward appropriate actions to follow as indicated:
1.

An appraisal of whether the state should consider
underwriting an offer of graduate fellowships in
corrections, social work and criminology in return
for in-state service to the profession.

(This

would help to bring the full benefits of full pro
fess ionalization to Probation Departments like.ours which is most of them - that must now rely almost
fully on on-the-job training, little of which is
formalized.)
2.

An analysis of intake interviews should be undertaken
with a view toward determining if there is a need for
counseling before referral to the Probation .Department
and if so, which other public or private agency could
or should best, arri most economically, undertake such
a program.

3.

An evaluation should be undertaken of the various
methods used now throughout the state and nation in
the hiring of Chief Probation Officers.

(Is there a
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constructive reason why our procedure varies
from that of such similar departments as that
of the District Attorney, for example? Should
civil service or the Board of Supervisors play
a role here, as they do in some other counties?)
In addition to methods, educational and experi
ential requirements should be reviewed to see if
they can be improved upon.
inquiry should be undertaken to determine the
advantages and disadvantages to San Joaquin County
of enlarging the scope of the Juvenile Court into
a Family Court.
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EXTRACTS FROM VJEEFARE AND INSTITUTION COIR-Chapter 2.

Juvenile Court Lev/

502. The purpose of this chapter is
to secure for each minor under the Jurisoict.cn
of the Juvenile court such care and guidc-iiCc.,
preferably in his own home, as will serve
the spiritual3 emotional, mental, and P^^ca
welfare of the minor and the best interests
of the State; to preserve and strengthen
the minor's family ties whenever Possible,
removing Mai from the custody of his parenU,
only when his welfare or safety and protect!
of the public cannot be adc^uatelysc"carded
without removal; and, when the rinorifrom his own family, to secure for Mm cuOooy,
care and discipline as nearly
pa.oibie
SSvalSnt to that which should>MM
given by his parents- This c.-e.^
,
be liberally construed to carry out these
purposes.^

s h a l l b e

in ea*

Purpose oi
chanter

Probation
officers

atS^of^ce^^^d°deputyC probation officer.
A probation officer shall be appointee in
nomination
and aopointnont
such county in such n^nner ^ * s-nall direct,
the juvenile court in that county s.«J.x
and shall then be appointee by sut- •
The probation
officer^
deputies or assiot^n.- Pr°-~ assistant
as he desires; but such depu.xe^
probation officers swell
'
^0,rr> teen
"to act until their ^P°^r^f the ncrrfcers
approved by
CCrrrission, and ty
of the JuveMle j^tice ccc"^ term
the judge of tne
or assistant
of office of each
vdth the ten
probation officers^! ^ ST,no3nted him,
of the probation offic
-vrritten
but the probation officer v.itn tne^
acproval of the majority ox th.
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the juvenile justice commission and of the
judge of the juvenile court, ray, in his
discretion, revoke and terminate any such
apoointment at any time.
Probation officers ray at any tire be removal
rernoved by the judge of the juveaile court
for good cause shown; and the judge of the
juvenile court may in his discretion at criy
time remove any such probation officer
with the v.ritten approval of a majority
of the merrbers of the juvenile justice
commission.
vithin
' 600. Any person under the age of
^
.
f
21 years who cones within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the juvenile court which may adjudge such
court
pei-son to be a dependent child of the court:
(a) Who is in need of proper and effective
parental care or control and has no parent
or guardian, or has no parent or guardian willing
to exercise or capable of exercising such
care or control, or has no parent or guardian
actually exercising such care or control.
(b) Who is destitute, or who is not provided
with the necessities of life, or who is not
provided with a home or suitable place of
abode, or vihose horre is an unfit place for
him by reason of neglect, cruelty, or depravity
of either of his parents, or of his guardian
or other person in whose custody or care ne
1S(c)

Who is physically dangerous to the
public because of a mental or phyoical
deficiency, disorder or abnormality. (.Added
by Stats. l°5l, Ch. l6.l6; amended by Stats.
1565, Ch. 535), .. _ „
601. Any person under the age 01
21 years who persistently or habitually
refuses to obey the reasonable and proper
orders or directions of his parentsguaroj.- ,
custodian or school authorities, or, 1...0
is beyond the control of such person, or any
s£2°?„
person who is a habitual truanu
within the meaning cf ary la:J C, this
or who from any cause is in danger of lec.Gi-.g
an idle, dissolute, lewd, or immoral life,
is within the jurisdiction of the juvenile
court which may adjudge such person to be
a ward of the court.
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6C4. (a) Whenever a case is before
any court upon an accusatory pleading an
it is suggested or appears to the judge before
whom such person is brought that the person
charged was, at the date the offence o
alleged to have been committed, under the age
of 18 years, such judge shall immediately
suspend all proceedings against such person
on such charge; he shall examine into the
age of such person, and if, ft"01"0 such exarona
it appears to his satisfaction that such
person was at the date the offense is alleged
to have been committed under the age of 1
years, he shall forthwith certifV to the
juvenile court of his county:
(1) That such person (naming him) is charg
with such crirre (briefly stating its nature);
( 2 ) That such person appeal's t o have been
under the age of 18 years at the date the
offense is alleged to have been committed,
giving date of airth when known;
(3) That proceedings have been suspended
against such person on such charge by reason
of his age, with the date of such suspension.
To such certification, the judge shall
attach a copy of the accusatory pleading.
(b) Whenever a case is pending in any
court upon an accusatory pleading and it
appears to the satisfaction of the judge that
the person chnrred is under the 2£e ox 21 ^
vears, the judge may certify the case to tne
juvenile court of his county in the ^manner
prescribed by subdivision (a) of this section.
( c ) When a c o u r t c e r t i f i e s a c r o e t o t n e
juvenile court pursuant to subdivision UU
or subdivision "(b), it shall be deerea that
jeopardy has not attached by reason en the
proceedings prior to certification, but the
court ray not resume proceedings in the case,
nor may a new proceeding under tne general
Taw te commenced in any court witn roopec
to the same matter unless the juvenile court
has found that the minor is not a fit subject
for consideration under the Juvenile Court
Lav: and has ordered that proceedings under
the general la.': resume or be commenced. .

^weSle^ourt

,
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'(d) Hie certification and accusatory
pleading shall be promptly transmitted to
the clerk of the juvenile court. Upon receipt
thereof, the clerk of the juvenile court
shall immediately notify the probation officer
v:ho shall file a petition in accordance with
the requirements of Section 656, except
that such petition need not be verified.
628. Upon delivery to the probation
officer of a minor who has been taken into
temporary custody under the provisions of
this article, the probation officer shall
immediately investigate the circumstances
of the minor and the facts surrounding his
being taken into custody and shall immediately
release such irAnor to the custody of his
parent, guardian, or responsible relative
unless it appears that further detention
of such minor is a matter of immediate and
urgent necessity for the protection of sucn
minor or the person or property of anotner,
or unless it appears that such minor is likely
to flee the jurisdiction of the court, or
unless it appears that such manor has viola
an order of the juvenile court.
657. Upon the filing of the petition,
the clerk of the juvenile court shall set
the sane for hearing within thirty cay-,
except that in the case of a minor detainin custody at the time of the ^li^ of
the petition, the petition must be set f hearing within 15 judicial daysfromthe
date of the order of the court directing.-ucn
detention^ ^ the heariPg, the court snail
first consider only the question wne.n r the
minor is a person described by -cc.10^
600, 601, or 602, ana for this
matter or information relevant a.a r. to the circumstances or
to brlns him within tne jur"^1
te
the juvenile court is
^onderance
received in evioencc; however, a un-i

Detention of
minor pending
hearing

hearing date

jurisdictional
facts
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of evidence, legally admissible in the trial^
of criirdnal cases, must be adduced to support
a finding; that the minor is a person aescribed
by Section 602, and a preponderance of evidence,
legally admissible in the trial of civil
cases nust be adduced to support a finding
that the minor is a person described by
Sections 600 or 601. VJhen it appears that ^
the minor has made an extrajudicial admission
or confession and denies the same at the hearing,
the.-court may continue the hearing for not
to exceed seven days to enable the probation
officer to subpoena witnesses to attend the
hearing to prove the allegations of the
petition. If the minor is not represented ^
by counsel at the hearing, it shall be deeded
that objections that could have been made
to the evidence were made.
703. If the court, after finding
that the minor is a person described by
- Sections 600, 601, or 602, is in doubt
concerning the state of mental health or
the mental condition of the person, tne
ray continue the hearing and commit the
person to the Department of tsntal Hi iicrr
in the manner and under the^condition^
forth in Section 5725 of this code.
For each minor person so comritteu ior
observation, the county from which
J4
committed shall pay the state at the ra of forty dollars ($Jt0) per month for the
time the person so committed remains in
the state institution for observa^-on.
Such expense shall be considered -

of sunport and maintenance .^hin theaam ...
of Article 16 (conrencing withJSo

and the county shall oe entifci--. tor*
ment therefor from the earning*, prcv
3
or estate of the minor,
x
guardian, or other person l~cb
' ...
. and
*
rfp 1
n a^
c c o r d a n c e ^w i t n
supoort
maintenance,
1.1
the'provisions of that article. Eacn couno
auditor shall include in his state setue.nt
report rendered to the Control
* ',',n^ar
of January and June and the amount cu_ un-er

Referral to
Department of
Mental Hygiene
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the provisions of this section, and the county
treasurer, at the time of settlement with
the state in such months, shall pay to the
State Treasurer, upon the order of the
Controller, tire amounts found to be due by
reason of such commitments.
(Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. l6l6; Amended
by Stafc^^1-'6^)Crnjf2^eacourtj after determining Diagnostic services
that a minor is a person described by Sections
Youtn Authority
600 601, or 602, concludes that a disposition
of the case in the best interest of the minor
requires such observation and diagnosis as
can be made at a diagnostic and treatment
center of the Youth Authority, it may continue
and hearing and order that such minor be
placed temporarily in such a center for a
period not to exceed 99 days, with the
further provision in such order thai, the
Director of the Youth Authority report to
the court its diagnosis and recommendations
concerning the minor within the 90-day
period.
(b) The Director of Youth Authority snail,
within the 90 days, cause the minor to be
observed and examined arid shall forward to
the court his diagnosis and recommendation
concerning such minor's future care, super
vision, and treatment.
(c). The Youth Authority shall accept such
person if there is in effect a contract made
pursuant to Section 1752.1 and if it believes
that the person can be materially benefited
by such diagnostic and treatment services,
and if the Director of the Youth Authority
certifies that staff and institutions are
„
available. Mo such person shall be trnnsportec
to any facility under the jurisdiction of
the Youth Authority Until the director has
notified" the referring court of the place
to which said person is to be transported and
the time at which he can be received.
prosecution under the
707. At any time during a hearing
ror^ral lav;
upon a petition alleging that a minor is
f
by reason of violation of any criminal s a
or ordinance, a person Described in ^action
,
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when substantial evidence has been adduced
to support a finding that the offense alleged
is punishable as a felony under the general
law and that the minor was 16 years of age
or older at the time of the alleged concussion
of such offense , or that the offense alleged
is punishable as a misdemeanor under the genera,
law and that the minor was 18 years of ago
or older at the time of the alleged Gomrrds^icn
of such offense, and that the minor would not
be amenable to the care, treatment and training
program available through the facilities
^
of the juvenile court, or if, at any
such hearing, a minor who was X<° yffJT .
age or older at the time of the commiosion
of an offense and who was committed ttereOT^
by the court to the Youth Authority >
t
to the court by the Youth
to Section 780 or 1737.1, the court ESST
make a finding noted in the v^f!^ ororxr
court t h a t t h e m i n o r i s n o t a _ f l t a w p r o p e
• subject t o b e d e a l t t i l t h u n d e r M ? ' *
and the court shall direct th
j
attorney or other appropriate prosecutin„
officer to prosecute the g'Lr..:..ne and
applicable criminal statute or
a
thereafter dismiss the Petl^°" "Mother
proseution h a s t e e n conm.enced l n • _ l l c
court but has been suspends.1
court proceedings are held,
directing
the petition and issue its
resume,
that the other court proceed .,
behaif the
A denial by the person on whose bcn^
petition is brougit of
o
in or of any
or conclusions set forth
~
i g n o t 3 of
inference to be drawn the
_ pending that
itself, sufficient t
o
u b j e c t
e
r s
such person is not a fit
^g^s
to be dealt with unaer the pro
of the Juvenile Court Lav/..g^g. aTonded
(Added by Stats. 1961, ^
by
by Stats. 1563, Ch. 189 ?
Stats. 1965, Ch; 534).
a considering
Kter J^I^liBOOsition
receiving J-Do3ltion of
725.
After
the evidence on the pro.
.
iudp^nt as
the case, the court may
follows:

Prcsccuticn
under the general
lav/

plspesitien tv.
court
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'(a) If the court has found that the minor
Is a person described by Sections o01 or 602,
It may, without adjudging such minor a ware
of the court, place, the ninor on probation,
under the supervision of the probation officer,
for a period not to exceed six montho.
(b) If the court has found that the
minor is a person described by Sections 601
or 602, it may order and adjudge the miner
to be a ward of the court.
(c) If the court has found that the manor
is a person described by Section 600, it may
order and adjudge the minor to be a dependent
child of the court.
(Added by Stats. 1961» Ch. 1616; amended
by Stats. 1963, Ch. 17ol)•
.
Limitations of
726. In all cases wherein a manor
control by parents,
ia adjudged a ward or dependent child of the
court, the court may limit the control
etc.
to be exercised over such ward or dependent
child by any parent or guardian^ and shall
by its order clearly and specifically se
forth all such limitations, but no ward or
dependent child shall be taken from tne
physical custody of a parent or
unless upon the hearing the court finds one
of the following facts:
(a) That the parent or guardian is
incapable of providing or has failed^or neg
to provide proper maintenance, training,
and education for the minor.
(b) Tnat the minor has been triea
on probation in such custody and has failed
to reform.
(c) That the welfare of the manor
requires that his custody be taken from
his parent or guardian.
Commitments to
730. When a minor is acjiMg.
forestry cams, etc.
ward of the court on the ground that he is
a person"described by Section 601, the
court may order any of the types ^ treatment
referred to in Section 727, and as an add-tion^l
alternative, ray conndt the minor to a
county juvenile ho.™, ranch, carp, or
cam. Until the 91st flay after final
of the IC67 Regular Session of the Legislature,

•
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if there is no county juvenile hare, rancn,
Cairo or forestry carp within the ='":n
the" court may commit the minor to the
juvenile hall for a period not to exceed thre
""Son such warel is placed under the
of the probation officer or committed to his
care, custody and control, the court may
jnake any and all reasonable orders for
the conduct of such ward including the re
quirement that he #>
for the support of his <fcpentoto or to •effect
reparation and in either case that he^
an account and apply such eermnoa_ t
by the court. Hie court nay impose and reqa
any and all reasonable eonditxons tha
^dTraf
Such ward may be committed to thejouth

Dy
by Stats. 1963, Ch. 13o7; and
Stats. 1965, Ch. 1871 and Ch.
Destruction of
826. After five years fr°m ^c
ile rccords
date on which the jurlsdictior. of tne uvcmle
court over a minor is terminated, t.. ~ j ^
or clerk of the juvenile court, cr the pi bati?s

In STprSeeS^'ccSetSng the'

s*^lon'
Penal Ode.^or the purpose of
"destroy" moans destroy or dispose of for
the oumose o f destruction.
. . 0

ss-SiS?«££«-

coirt record, any Bln^e book
Sries, dockets, ar.d Judprent dcckets ln
juvenile traffic ratters may be microfilm -

or photocopied in lieu of the original record
and the original record then destroyed.
Every such reproduction shall be deemed and
considered an original; and a transcript,
exerrplification or certified copy of any,
such reproduction shall be deemed and considered
a transcripts exemplification or certified
copy, as the case nay be, of the original.
(Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. I6l6:; amended
by Stats. 1965, Ch. 1117).

APPENDIX B

EXTRACTS FROM WELFARE AND IHSTTiUlTORR CODS
Article 7. State Aid for Probation Service:
(Added by Stats. 19&5> Ch* 1029)
1820. It is the' intent of the legislature
in enacting this article to increase the protection
afforded the citizens of this state, to permit
a more even administration of justice, to rehabilitate offenders, and to reduce the ncccssi y
for coimtLtirent of persons to state _ conxcgiora
institutions by strengthening and inprovin; lsupervision of persons placed on probation by
the juvenile and superior courts of this
1821. From any state norcys made available
to it for such purpose, the State of Call
~ >
through the Department of Youth Audxrity, ~hu ,
in accordance with this article, share
°
of supervising probationers wocouM ot ~r..L*
be committed to the custody of tte M^ctor
the Youth Authority or, pursuant to crirra c
mitrrent to the custody of the Director of
ixctions, and who are in "special supervision

Lord slat ive
intent

sharing
^ cor>t

programs."
. Yauth Authority
Establishment
1822. The Department, of the au
of rjrti:u~
shall adopt and prescribe, subject cm. s
standards
d
db
the State Board of Corrections, minimum sta^arao ^
the stare sotfi-u
,t ^clai supervision prorra -..
for the operation of sp-ciu ^
r»rv-odvine
A "special supervision program J
above
a degree of supervision s^stantie y c.
the usual or the use of new
techniques,
to, or instead of, routine sua
K , rurj.jant
and which ireets t'ne stan-aros P-e*2\pbePsuf_
to this section. Such rtanaaros
ficiently flexible to jo^te^ the .
e
r
new and improved ^ TT"^?£uth Authority tevelor^.
The Director o. aie county „„
of standard,
rielals
, 18231®3;.We
officials
?h4If?lDr:^rC^stn"procedures for the
application
.ion
for funds
1824. A county BIUU-J.
sur,e>.
for subventions tov;ard
vision urograms to the Depai
Authority in the manner
by the department. Any such
include a plan or
supervision and a re mod

^
~

of* the

Youth

Drescrifcsd

cation must
^t?psr,ecial
^ertifV^ns that
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moneys received are spent only for these special
supervision programs.
^
1825
(a) No county shall be entitleo
to receive any state funds provided by this article
until its application is approved andhnlessand
until the minimum standards prescribed by the
Department of the Youth Authority are complied
with and then only on such terms as are «et forth
hereafter in this section.
(b) A commitment rate for each county and for
the state as a whole shall be calculated by the
Departnent of Youth Authority by computing the
of new commitments to state and county
population, expressed in a
thousand population, for each of the <
years 1959 throurh 1963- The average ofthese
LSI tea
county for the five-year
the average of the last tv.o years of
P
J
whichever is higher, shall be the base rate f
that county. The number of comritmsnts snal
be the total of the new commitments to th- cust J
of the Director of the Youth Authority and the
new criminal commitments to the custody TCSpective
Director or Corrections, as certified by the respe
departments. The county and state

Approval of
spplication

Calculation
of base
cotmrri tnent rate

Stfo

SrcSSSS 2 STSS;

Arsons
returned to the County and
on probation
under the provisions of Sections 1168 and 120.. Uj
S the Penal Code or by the Department of the
Authority under appropriate P™"/
code shall not be counted as having c^n
committed for purposes of determin^f?^n \c).
rates under this subdivision or subdivision^
(c) An annual corrdtment rate shall bw ^
culated at the end of each fiscal ye^r f
nnrtJ cioatinrr county and for the state SS
m
ST?iSe tlSncr to that described
(b) using the population figure of the July
included^in the year.
(d) The maximum amount that- may be pctid _
a ooL, pursuit to this article kd^>
by obtaining the dollar amount in the
this subdivision for such county s base co .
rront rate and its uercentage decrease in rare
ISUnt and riltiplyinp that dollar aaount
1:£
by the "corrritment reduction number.
placed

Annual
commitment
rate

Reimbursement fcr
B
corrdtment rmwe
reduction

\
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"commitment reduction number' is obtained by
subtracting (1) the product of the most recent
annual coiMinitment rate and population of the
county for the same year from (2) the product of
the base ccrrmltirent rate and population of the
county for the sane year employed in (1). The
Director of the Youth Authority, with approval
of the Director of Finance nay annually adjus the dollar amounts in the ensuing table to reflect
changes in cost to the state of maintaining persons
committed to the custody of the Director of
Corrections and the Director of the Youth Authority,
and if such adjustments are made, the adjusted
amounts shall be employed in making the computa
tion. prescribed by this subdivision."
(For San Joaquin County $4,000*At Present Commitment Fates)
(e) The state will reimburse the county upon
presentation of a valid claim based on. actual
performance in reducing the commitment rate from
its base rate. Whenever a claim trade by a county,
pursuant to this article, covering a prior fiscal
year, is found to be in error, adjustment iray be
made on a current claim without the necessity
of applying the adjustment to the allocation for
the prior year.
(f) In the event a participating county earn..
less than one-half of the sum paid in the previous
year because of extremely unusual circumstances
claimed by the county and verified by the Director
of the Youth Authority with the approval of the
Director of Finance, the Director of the Youth
Authority may pay to the county a sum equal
the prior year's payment, provided, however, twa
in subsequent years the county will se paid on-.,
the amount earned.
(o-) Funds obtained under this article shall .cu
be used to "support existing programs or develop
or expand new programs in juvenile homes, ranches,
or cams established under Article 1^ (commence
with Section 380) of Chapter 2 of Part 1 of
Division 2 of this code.
.(h) Counties where tire actual number o. cones
rents in the base oeriod as established by sub
division (b) is less than 30 may elect either

Kethod of
reimbursement
I

Reimbursement
under unusual
condition.!

Proper use
of funds

Alternative use
of funds

rflv
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to comply with the procedure set out above or,
as an alternative, to receive from the state
90 percent of the salary of one full-tine additional
probation officer or, in the event there are fewer
than 20 persons placed on probation annually
othervfise eligible for commitment to state
institutions, the county would be entitled to
90 percent of the salary of a half-time officer.
In the event a county chooses the alternative
proposal, it will be eligible for reimbursement
only so long as the officer devotes all of his
time in the performance of probation services to
supervision of persons eligible for state commit
ment and (1) if its base rate is below the state
average, it does not on an annual basis exceed the
base state rate, or (2) if its base rate is above
the state average, it does not in the year exceed
by 5 percent its own base rate.
1826. The Department of the Youth Authority
shall reoort to the Legislature by the fifth
legislative day of the 1969 Regular Session on
the experiences and the results under the pro
visions of this article.
1827. This article shall remain ±r\ en ecu
until the 91st day after the final adjournment
of the 1969 Regular Session of the Legislature.
(Added by Stats. 1965, Ch. 1029-)

Report to
Legislature
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legislation

